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Knowledge is the eye o f desire
and can become the pilot o f the- soul
— Will Durant
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SUGARLESS

' /

SHACK

and

H E A L TH Y HAVEN

RESTAURANT

486 MARSH. SAN LUIS OBISPO
933 Riverside
Paso Robles

7319 El Camino
Atascadero

OPEN 10am to 10pm

ATTENTION: IC E CREAM
AND YOGURT LOVERS
‘Have you tried Skinny Lite?”
Only 11.5 Calories per fl. oz. Frozen Dairy Dessert
‘‘It doesn't have to be fattening to he fantastic

'Banana Splits
'Shakes
'Floats

Cups
Cones
Sundaes

UGARLESS
HACK

'Pastries, Cakes, Mousse & Fruit
Cobblers Baked Fresh Daily
Low Calorie Bagels
Many others.
“ Try the Healthy Haven Restaurant
for Low Calorie and Delicious Meals.”

New Yogurt Lite & Improved
Skinney Lite

New Yogurt Lite & Improved
Skinny Lite

25 % OFF
a Sundae

BUY 1 Large Cone,
Sugarless Shack
G etl FREE Valid 9/14-9/30
486 Marsh St.

Sugarless Shack
486 Marsh St.

Valid 9/14-9/30

^

New Yogurt Lite & Improved
Skinny Lite
Sugarles Shack
486 Marsh St.

25% OFF
a Sundae

Skinny Lite or Yogurt Lite

FREE
Small Cone
with coupon
Valid 9/14-9/30

Sugarless Shack
.486
St..........................

Expires Sept. 30
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TO SAN UJIS OBISPO
We invite you to shop your
neighborhood Lucky Food Center.
• Madonna Plaza
201 Madonna Road
at Highway 101

• 771 Foothill Blvd.
at Broad Street
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Take a good look at this face. Chances are you won’t see it out in
public during your eight or nine years here.
Every once in a while Cal Poly President Warren J. Baker will
show up at a basketball or volleyball game, or give a pitch in the
U U on topics which have gained campus-wide attention and about
which students are concerned. Even so, few students bother to show
up.
As is the case throughout the California State University system,
school presidents are typically labeled ghosts — kind of like the lit
tle man in the refrigerator who turns the light on and off, but whom
nobody can ever catch in the act.
Such has been the case with President Baker. He has been quietly
maligned for his alleged inaccessibility and invisibility around cam
pus.
This attitude, we feel, has got to stop.
In addition to carrying Cal Poly over countless academic, financial
and moral hurdles — ghostly as he may have done it — he has done
it without tripping.
His excellence in science was acknowleged by President Ronald
Reagan, who appointed him in 1986 to the National Science Foun
dation to do research in Antarctica for a week. Baker received his
doctorate from the University of New Mexico in 1966.
Thus, the Mustang Daily editorial board would like to voice its
support for Warren Baker, not only because he’s a good guy, but
because we know his “ invisibility” means only one thing: he’s doin’
his job.
Hats off to you, big guy.

From the top
t is always a pleasure for me to welcome new stu
dents to Cal Poly. Week of Welcome is the
“ kickoff” event for the fall quarter, and the en
thusiasm and energy generated by the participants
seem to give a shot of adrenaline to all of us — a good
thing, too — we need it to get through the many ac
tivities that are going to be taking place in the next
week. We have a hard-working, talented and respon
sive faculty and staff. They are here to help you and I
urge you to take full advantage of this.
By most standards, Cal Poly has a lot to be op
timistic about as we move closer to the 21st century.
Most of you will choose a curriculum that will prepare
you well to step into the professional world outside
the university. But an education is much more than
preparing for a job, and I encourage you to explore
the opportunities you have during your college years
to expand your mind, develop your values and learn
to think.
I would also urge you to get the feeling of Cal Po
ly’s learn-by-doing orientation. Diligence is required
to keep hands-on experiences relevant. Learn-by-doing
strategies must not become ends in themselves. They
are means by which knowledge and skills are
developed, and they are a valuable complement to the
educational process. As an educational institution we
have an obligation to raise issues important to our
society •and reflect on these issues in the light provid
ed by knowledge and understanding. We must have
high standards and strive to push them even higher.
We must always seek out the best so we can achieve a
rich cultural diversity in our ' faculty, students and
staff. We must reach out to foster an environment at
Cal Poly that is based upon professional competence
and human dignity. We must work and learn
together.
My best wishes to all of you for an academic year
that is both productive and fulfilling. There are many
challenges ahead for all of you — not the least of
which is finding a parking place each day — so good
luck!
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How d o you spell Relief?

SINGERS! DANCERS! ACTORS!
Announcing Auditions For

WE SPELL IT...

SO SLO
(Sunglasses of San Luis Obispo]
featuring

REVO
RAY BANS
SUNCLOUD
OAKLEY SKI OPTICS
STYLE EYES
SERENGETI
LAURA B IA G IO n i
VUARNET

Tues. & Weds. Sept. 22 & 23 7-11pm
Room 212 Davidson Music Bldg.
Call 756-1465, for Information

Our Favorite Hangout

If you
want action
selling your
house...
List vour home now
with our CENTURY 21*
office and get the
CENTURY 21 Action
W irranty'“ . Call for
more details.

Put Number 1
to work for you!
SAN

L U IS

O B IS P O

In the Network Mall
541-2267 Mon.-Sat. 10:00-5:30PM THURS,'til 9
W CCDSIDC
APAR TM EN TS
...an exclusive Student Residence

W elcom es you
200 N. Santa Rosa
San Luis Obispo
544-7007
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San Luis Cyclery
1239 Monterey
San Luis Obispo Ca.
543-8567

MOTORCYCLES & SCOOTERS
OPEN Tuesday-Saturday

att’sos

WOLLAM REALTY
525 Marsh
543-SpLD
tNOfPtNOOm.«OWMtOAMDOmLArtO
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by Dawn Jackson
and Ken Dintzer

In the free world
Love
en; To quote the J. Ceils Band
“ Love Stinks.” For what is love
but the absence of hate and
malice? Still, we all hope to
find our true love ... then she takes your
heart out and tosses it into a Cuisinart.
Dawn: Or he takes your heart, drives his
precious car over it, then writes about it
on a bathroom wall.
Ken: 1 remember the first time 1 had my
heart trampled. 1 was deeply in love with a
girl who vaguely knew 1 existed. Finally, 1
got up the courage to ask for her class
picture and she
s a id ,
“ S o rry ,
there’s a bunch
more people I’d
rath er give it
to .”
Dawn:
How
pathetic.
Ken: All regular kind of
guys are a little pathetic
(unlike Mark Harmon or
Bruce Willis, who are just a
little annoying and a little
shallow).
Dawn: You’re forgetting
that most regular guys are a
little annoying and a little
shallow. The first time 1
was crushed was when I
was a freshman in high
school.
The man of my
dreams was a senior, which
at th at time could be
equated with being a god.
There was a big dance coming up and I
really wanted to go with him. About a
week before the dance he asked me what I
was doing that night (I thought all of my
dreams had come true). But instead of
asking me to the dance, he asked me to
babysit his little brother.
Ken: Poor baby.
Dawn: 1 forgot to' add insensitive to my
list of male character flaws. Anyway, after
the dance he proceeded to tell me about
how much fun he had and how pretty she
looked. It was the stuff nightmares are
made of.
Ken: She’s lying.
Dawn: I wish. That was the first time I
vowed to never fall in love again.

First Dates
Ken: When I was 12 I couldn’t wait for
my first car so I could go out on real
dates. I didn’t know what I was missing:
that very first date ... the giant knot in the
pit of my stomach when I popped the
question ... knocking on her door ...
meeting her parents, who would stare at
me for 10 minutes while the girl finished
getting ready.
Dawn: Waiting for the guy to pick me
up was no picnic either. Terrible thoughts
would creep into my head. Do I look (3K?
Will we have things to talk about? Will
Mom and Dad like him? And parents, they
ask the darndest things.
Ken: It wasn’t the questions so much as
the way dad kept shaking his head and
sighing loudly. The girl’s father — fathers
forget what it’s like being a regular guy or
maybe they remember too well — never
failed to ask: “ What time do you think
you’ll be home?” I was forever tempted to
say, “ Beats me. When do you think we’ll
leave.”
Dawn: If some guy had ever said that to
my father, he would have been able to
leave right away — alone.
Ken: That’s why I was only tempted to
say it. Next came the privilege of spending
all my money on my date — some unex
plainable part of a woman’s anatomy
forces her to skip right over the chicken
and salads and make a beeline for the
steak and lobster tails — and eating a
meal that 1 didn’t enjoy beacuse I was
trying to make witty conversation while
not looking like a hungry pig.
Dawn: Dinner is usually a waste because
guys inevitably finish their food 20
minutes before girls do. Who feels like
eating when someone is sitting across the
table staring at every bite you take? But
they seem to get really mad when you

don’t finish all of your food.
Ken: And then of course ...
Dawn: ...there’s the movie.
Ken: Yes, the movie. There was no easy
way to put my arm around a girl. When I
did, it invariably fell asleep. I had to
choose between getting gangrene or pull
ing the arm back (which would send 40
million unwanted signals to the object of
my affections).
Dawn: 1 hardly ever paid attention to
the first part of the movie; my mind was

canned food drive for the poor. My friend
and I went out to hit our neighborhood
one afternoon. She had been doing all of
the asking and was getting good results,
so I decided to give it a try. I rang the
doorbell and waited for a housewife in a
bathrobe to open the door. Instead, out
walked a guy that looked like he came out
of a Calvin Klein magazine ad. I was so
stunned that I couldn’t take my eyes off
of him, I forgot my name, I mumbled
some words that barely resembled English
and I watched all of my cans roll down the
driveway.
Ken: Cute.
Dawn: I guess anything that can go
wrong will go wrong, especially when a
guy is involved.

Gripes
Dawn: Remember the old days when the
girl and the guy went for a drive to be
alone or at least out of mom and dad’s liv-

‘I guess anything that
can go wrong will go
wrong, especially when a
guy is involved’
— Dawn

‘Inevitably girls make
guys look like fools. Look
what Eve did to Adam or
wha t
J ul i e t
did to
Romeo’
— Ken
preoccupied with wondering if this guy
was going to hold my hand or put his arm
around me or something like that. Then,
when he finally made his move. I’d be
tired of sitting in that position and want
to move.
Ken: Finally, when the night of joy came
to a close I drove her home while carrying
on the endless, internal debate of whether
the evening went well enough for a first
kiss. I would have flipped a coin, but at
that point in the evening, I didn’t have
one left. I let her out of the car, carefully
being the gentleman by opening the door
for her. Finally, when I made my move she
told me she had a cold that I didn’t want
to catch (funny, she certainly had a
healthy appetite).
Dawn: Well it’s hard to kiss someone
when your little sister and her slumber
party of friends are peeking out the living
room window, announcing your every
move to mom, who happens to be peeking
out the bedroom window.

Playing the Fool
Ken: Inevitably girls make guys look
like fools. Look what Eve did to Adam or
what Juliet did to Romeo (of course Henry
VIll did his share to even the score). At
my junior high school we had a Sadie
Hawkins Day Race where the girls would
chase the guys, who had a head start. If
the girl caught a guy, he was her date for
the dance that night. One poor Joe tripped
at the starting line and was trampled by a
herd of charging females. Of course he’s
not the first guy to have a girl walk all
over him but most of us don’t take it so
literally.
Dawn: Admit it, Ken, that was you.
Ken: No, no, no, no. 1 may not be a sex
symbol — yet — but I’m not that clumsy.
Dawn: Unfortunately, this one did hap
pen to me. In ninth grade my school held a

SHIRLEY THOMPSON/Mustang Dally

ing room? Once, my date and I went to the
neighborhood “ parking” spot to talk.
Ken: Talk? Do you think I believe that?
Who do you think I am, your parents?
Dawn:
A nyw ay,
th e
frie n d ly
neighborhood cop came by (they’re such
social people) and asked us for identifica
tion. As 1 was searching for mine, my
boyfriend turned his driver’s license over
to the man. The officer looked at his ID
and, realizing he was the police captain’s
son, told him to have a good evening. He
didn’t even seem to notice me.
Ken: He didn’t notice you? You were
probably naked.
Dawn: Ken, you really know how to
charm a girl, don’t you? Anyway, the
ironic part of this was that the same thing
happened to my boyfriend’s older sister a
few years before. But instead of telling her
to have a nice evening, the policeman
threatened to arrest the poor guy. He
escorted her home. Is there something
wrong with this picture or what?

Sex
Dawn: I knew you would bring this up. I
don’t want to talk about it, not in the
newspaper. I’m not ready yet.
Ken: But if you loved me you would.
Dawn: (Sound familiar?) Typical male.
Always thinking from the interior of his
Levi’s. Makes me wonder sometimes what
use guys have for their brains.

Ken: How mean! Girls love toying with
guys. They spend weeks at the aerobics
clubi getting their figures trimmed up.
Then they spend hours getting ready for a
date and a fortune on clothes and jewelery. And then they damn us to hell by
saying, “ All you want me from me is my
body.” I’m sorry, but the combination of
perfume and a few glasses of wine doesn’t
give me a pressing urge to discuss the
significant works of Tolstoy.
Dawn: Ken, sex is the way two mature
adults show affection for each other. But
like most men you are probably convinced
that you have' to be the king of seduction
and be able to manipulate a girl into bed
before she is really ready. No wonder you
always go to bed alone, Ken.
Ken: The simple truth is that if you
don’t make at least a half-hearted attempt
to get the chic in the buff she gets the idea
you’re gay, too respectable or that she’s
ugly.
Dawn: T h a t’s because guys base
everything on how the girl looks. It’s not
fair.
Ken: Oh, girls are better? They judge a
guy on the size of his car, crotch or bank
account (depending on which is bigger).

Breaking Up
Ken: A relationship only has three real
endings: a drawn out, uncomfortable, ugly
breakup; marriage; or tragic death. Natu
rally, most of us would choose tragic
death, with the breakup running a distant
second.
Dawn: But when the breakup comes, it’s
always when you have three midterms and
a speech to give that day. No matter what
the circumstances, you end up feeling
guilty, hurt, mad as hell or
like an old rag doll that has
just been dragged through
the mud by the family 'dog.
Add this all together for the
overall feeling of just hav
ing been badly abused.
Guys can be so insensitive.
Ken: Hey, chill out. Toots.
For guys it’s a no-win situa
tion like ... oh ... like taking
a urine test; awkward, em
barrassing, and no matter
how careful you are you in
evitably get pissed on. Guys
can’t win. If they’re too
heavy handed they feel like
a jerk. If they make the girl
cry then they’re a mean
jerk. If they cry themselves
then they’re a wimpy jerk
(these are, after all, the 80s;
Alan Alda and crying are
out. Hulk Hogan and car
phones are in). Girls just
stop returning the guy’s
phone calls and start going
out with his best friend.
Dawn: What a great idea. I’ll have to
remember that one.

Comments
Dawn: I’ve decided that there are two
kinds of people in this world, normal peo
ple and men, and the only way to deal with
them is to use them, abuse them and
dump them before they dump you. Mom
wasn’t kidding when she said a good man
is h a rd
to
fin d . She was ju s t
underestimating the situation.
Ken: You sound just a wee bit cynical.
Dawn: Perhaps, but then waiting for all
the joy love can bring is liable to make you
a little skeptical.
Ken: In conclusion (as we say in speech
classes) the best course of action would be
joining the priesthood ... but my rabbi
would probably frown on it. Actually, I
believe in the adage that there is a woman
for every man. Unfortunately mine is in
Swaziland and doesn’t speak a word of
English.
Dawn: Don’t fret about it. Without
troubles of the heart, what would we talk
about?
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The C reations of Italian M asters
At NERO'S each dish in our kitchen is a
masterpiece. . . whether it's our p izza
(large cheese $5.99, with a choice of 14

toppings) our fresh salads, our subs, or one
of our 13 fresh pasta variations! Come and
appreciate a work of art today at NERO'S.

A U T H E N T IC IT A L IA N C U IS IN E
ON A P IZ Z A B U D G E T
only at
F R E E
D E L IV E R Y
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$ 1 .0 0
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e N E R O ’S
^ pizza 8 pasta
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Why act your age,
by Ployd Jones

When you can act
your shoe size ?
here’s something to be
said for maturity.
And when I find out what
that is, you’ll certainly be the
first to know.
Used to be a time when I could
tell you. Sixteen was a cool time
for me. Not only was I cool, I
was a mature little toadie. 1 even
played on the golf team.
Well, maybe I wasn’t mature.
When I was a sophomore here, I
looked back at my time of
polyester golf shirts and maroon
bellbottom cords and thought to
myself, “ You know Floyd,
despite all the really nice clothes
you wore, you were one immature
toadie.’’
So I was. I had traded in burning-out-on-bleach contests in the
high school parking lot and golf
cart racing for “ The Finer
Things,’’ as Steve Windwood
would put it — things like im
pressing women.
I never consciously focused my
thought and effort on women. If
I had, the noise would have been
so loud and the stench so bad
that any chances 1 had at all
would have been blown.
I don’t even know why I refer- /
red to women as “ women.’’ I
guess it was out of necessity.
You know, to strengthen my
i
odds. I had this college image to
uphold, you know.
«
Maturity turned me into this
turtle who painted his shell pink
to try to look good, but who
ducked in when things got hot
and heavy. I became shy and
based everything I did and
everything I said on how many
disapproving looks I’d get.
So coolness had me by the
scruff of the neck once, until I
discovered the laughs I could get
by looking into a camera lens real
funny with my sunglasses upside
down. Can you see all the zits on
my face in this picture? It was
taken after a vigorous workout.
Not mine, but the girl’s in whose
shoe I was hiding.
See, I was in the girl’s locker
room doing ... uh ... cleaning. But
when all the girls came in to
dress for aerobics, I had to hide
somewhere. So, logically, I slip
ped into a Reebok. That girl sure
jumped around a lot. Squashed
the hell out o f my nose.
Just an aside: My editorial
toadie says certain women are
only good for one thing — pulling
strings. You see, he says those
female types like to pull strings
in your head — the right ones,
mind you, the ones that elicit a
certain reaction — and then just
when you are going to unwind,
they stop pulling. WHAM! Just
like that. They shell you with
these excuses ... which any sen
sible male would stop accepting
after three.
But that’s just an aside, mind
you, and this topic is better left
to the love duo back on page 7.
Soanyhoo ...

Hormones weren’t the only
mask behind which I hid my un
inhibited self. In an effort to
become the “ renaissance man of
cool,’’ I missed out on a few
library sing-alongs and a couple
of Bigwheel races down
Fredericks street at four in the
morning. My holey Levi’s were
even starting to get moth-eaten.
But I was cool.
Soon I stopped being open and
honest with people, and with
myself. I cowered behind my
opinion like it was a rice paper
barracade. Probably the most
profound thing I’d tell somebody
was that they had a booger
hanging from their face — and
that just to save them from fur
ther embarrassment elsewhere.
But I was cool.
You’ve probably noticed I keep
referring to my coolness in past
tense. Well ... ya got me on that
one. Maybe now I’m at a new
stage of cool, blind to its symp
toms. Maybe it’s a stage where
you pretend like you’re not at all
cool just to show how cool you
are.
Gee, Beav, this is gettin’ con
fusing.
Well, by now you’re thinking 1
owe you something — like a
point to all this meaningless
chickenscratch.
My point is this: there are
enough inhibited, boring, clone
like folk in this world. Even on
this campus. They’re the people
who scowl at “ immaturity,” or
what I chose to call being
yourself.
I can just picture those
puckered, distgusted faces at 80
years old. Even their smiles,
though they’ll have little to smile
at, will be camouflaged by frown
wrinkles. It’s kind of like what
Mom told you about crossing
your eyes. After awhile they
could stick that way.
Can you imagine a world filled
with all third grade teachers and
no Pee Wee Hermans? I’ll bet a
lot o f people can, and that wor
ries me — even as dumb as Pee
Wee gets sometimes.
I’m not suggesting that
everyone break character and act
goofy. That wouldn’t be cool,
either. But if you want it to come
out, whatever it is, by God let it
out. All of it! If you don’t, your
eyeballs may stick and you’ll lose
it.
And don’t let the opposite sex
control your behavior. It ain’t
worth it.
But who am I to talk?
All I know is this: when I was
little and constantly crying
about something. Dad used to sit
me down (after he whacked me ...
he was hell at whacking!) and
say, “ Bug, there’s 10 million
Chinese who don’t give a dam n.”
I’ve always assumed the rest
of ’em did.
They probably don’t.
Heck, I don’t care.
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You may be
under 21
But there are things
to do on a Friday
night other than this
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t’s Friday night and you and your
dorm buddies are all alone because
everyone else is at Bull’s getting
hammered. It’s a tough life being
under 21, unless you know where to go.
There are actually many things to do in
San Luis Obispo for the under-21 crowd; it
just takes some searching and creativity.
During the school year many bars have
“ college nights’’ for minors (ominous
word).
Tortilla Flats is a Mexican restaraunt
and cantina that offers music and dancing
nightly. It has under-21 nights on Sunday,
Monday and Wednesday. For a $5 dollar
cover charge you can dance yourself to
exhaustion, or at least until someone of

age offers to buy you a drink. If you’re
lucky they might buy a worm for you. The
worm is a little bottle of mescal tequila
with a tequila-saturated worm at the bot
tom. It’s quite a delicacy in Mexico, and if
you successfully swallow the whole thing,
you get a plaque on the wall. Then again,
it might be wiser to just avoid drinking
altogether.
Another bar that offers a minor’s night
is The Graduate. The Graduate is also a
restaurant and offers food all night long
with dancing and, sometimes, live bands.
Wednesday night is college night and the
cover charge is $4. Tuesday of WOW'
Week will also be an under-21 night, and
continued on page 13

Rileys extends greetings
to a ll students
participating in Week o f Welcome.

Fashion D epartm ent Stores
Serving the California C entral
Coast com m unities fo r 100 years.
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21
o you made it. You don’t actually
remember how, but you lived through your
twenty-first birthday. So now what? What
does San Luis Obispo have to offer the over 21
crowd?
Interestingly enough, San Luis Obispo County
has its fair share of over-21 entertainment. The
downtown area is well-equipped with several bars
and taverns to suit almost any ethnic taste.
Los Hermanos and Tortilla Flats stick closely to
the Mexican theme. D.K. West Indies Bar and
Grill is great for those wishing to samba to the
Jamaican beat, and the Rose and Crown brings the
atmosphere of a medieval. Old English pub to San
Luis Obispo.
For the avid sports fan, there is Champions, a
sports-oriented bar and grill. For the wine con
noisseur, there is the Wine Street Inn. And if you
like champagne, the Wine Street Inn also offers an
all you can drink champagne dinner every Tuesday
night. Come on, what are you waiting for?
There is also F. McLintocks, which still enjoys
the wild, wild West. And let us not forget the in
famous Bull’s Tavern. For years this run-down
establishment has stood its ground as one of the
most popular hangouts, probably because the
drinks are stiff — but oh-so-cheap.
For those wishing to dance the night away, the
Rose and Crown, Champions, Tortilla Flats and
D.K. West Indies are well equipped with dance
floors and D.J. music. The largest dance floor to be
found is, no doubt, at The Graduate, which was
just remodeled. Located on Industrial Way off
Broad Street, it is slowly becoming one of the most
popular dance places for students and full-time
residents of San Luis Obispo.
There is also live entertainment. The Darkroom
offers the most frequent live entertainment, with
several new-wave bands appearing nightly. D.K.’s
has
reggae
bands
appearing
occasionally.
Brubeck’s, on Higuera Street, hosts live jazz
entertainment every Thursday, Friday and Satur
day nights.
For those who wish to laugh in the company of
other legal adults, William Randolph’s has ex
clusive possession of the only live comedy show in

town on Thursday and Friday nights.
For more inventive and motivated 21-year-olds,
there is also wine tasting. Here in San Luis Obispo,
off Orcutt road, are Corbett Canyon and Chamisal
wineries, open seven days a week. However, for
those who wish to spend the day playing, Paso
Robles, 34 miles north of San Luis Obispo, has
several wineries located on one main street.
Several offer free concerts and
picnic areas, and are open
seven days a week.
But just because an individ
ual is over 21 does not neces
sarily mean alcohol must be
included. There is a new non
alcoholic night club under con
struction which accommodates
those who wish to have a good
time without the presence of
alcohol. The new club. City
Limits, being built off Santa
Rosa Street in place of Mama
F errari’s pizza parlor, will
serve non-alcoholic drinks. City
Limits is slated for opening in
mid-October.
San Luis Obispo offers a
variety of entertainment for
those 21, 11 and 81. So, if you
have yet to live through your
twenty-first birthday, do not
fret. True, there are several
establishments that can add
spark to an evening, especially
for the over-21 crowd, but an
D.K. West Indies Bar and Grill
entertaining evening is what
you
m ake
of
it.
Several dance places also have evenings for those
who fall short of legal adulthood.
But for those who indulge themselves into obli
v io n on o c c a s io n , re m e m b e r th e T ip sy
Taxi service. The service will gladly give a ride
home to anyone who’s had a little too much to
drink. It can be contacted by any local tavern or by
calling 544-1234. As a safety reminder, use it ... so
you can live through your next birthday.

DARYL SHOPTAUGH/Mustang Dally
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S tep p in ’ o u t
A coastline of opportunities lies in waiting
beyond the campus core
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Lisa Bosio
KEN DINTZER/Mustang Dally

o you’re the new kid in town — like a newborn
babe ready to explore the great world that lies
before you, yet nervous about taking those first
few s t e p s .
L e t th e
frie n d ly
fa c e s,
warm weather and multitude of things to do in San Luis
Obispo set your mind at ease.
□ Start by introducing yourself to the lush vineyardcovered hills of the Central Coast with visits to local
wineries that have become a favorite pastime for residents
and tourists alike.
The county land north of San Luis Obispo is host to a
variety of wineries waiting for you to sample some of the
best wines of the Central Coast. If you’re in for an all-day
excursion, pack a lunch for a picnic along the countryside.
Grab a few friends or go at it alone; just follow the signs
along Highway 101 to Paso Robles.
Along the way, stop at the Templeton corner, in the old
part of Templeton, where samples from a few small, fami
ly-owned wineries are offered. Don’t linger too long, for
many of the Paso Robles wineries, such as Estrella River
Winery, HMR Estate Winery and York Mountain Winery,
await you.
The rolling hills south of San Luis Obispo offer scenic
beauty as well as award-winning wines from Chamisal
Vineyard, on Orcutt Road, and Edna Valley Vineyard, a
few miles down on Biddle Road. Corbett Canyon Vineyard,
on Corbett Canyon Road off Highway 227, features prized
Zinfandels, Chardonnays and sparkling wines at the winery
and at its Shell Beach location off Highway 101. For those
under 21, don’t let your age stop you from enjoying the
breathtaking country roads.
□ if visiting historical landmarks is your thing, the Cen
tral Coast offers museums that promise to give you a
cultural fix.
Hears! Castle, off Highway 1 in San Simeon, 45 minutes
north of San Luis Obispo, is flamboyancy at its finest. The
estate, once owned by the late publisher William Randolph
Hearst, is so large that it takes four different tours to see
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it, each lasting from one to three hours. The first tour gives
a general overview of the castle, recommended for first-time
visitors.
The second tour visits the guest rooms and Hearst’s
private bedroom, where elaborate furniture and paintings
are displayed.
The third tour takes you through 36 bedrooms, an
assortment of bathrooms and living rooms which at one
time were used by Greta Garbo and Charlie Chaplin during
the roaring ’20s and ’30s.
The fourth tour takes you outside to the lavish, sculpted
gardens of the castle.
Tickets are $8 for adults and $4 for children between the
ages of 6 and 12. Reservations should be made in advance
by calling (800)446-7275.
For a local perspective, visit San Luis Obispo’s County
Historical Society Museum. Feel how the early settlers liv
ed by viewing old clothing and furniture and historical
documents that have been preserved.
The museum hours are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m ., Wednesday
through Sunday.
□ If a leisurely day in the sun is your idea of fun, the
beaches of Avila and Pismo and the sand dunes of Oceano
are just the ticket.
Ride a three-wheeler across Pismo Beach or tackle the
dunes of Oceano. Big John’s, priding itself in being the
world’s largest all-terrain vehicle rental outfit, has 150
ATV’s in different shapes and sizes. They rent for about
$30 to $50 for one or two hours.
A more relaxed way of seeing the Central Coast seas and
picturesque scenery would be on horseback. Horses rent for
$10 an hour and are available with equipment at the Livery
Stable in Oceano and at Avila Livery Stable in Avila
Beach.
See the seashore from a birds-eye view by taking a plane
or helicopter ride above the C e n ta l Coast. A one-hour plane
ride costs about $72 for three people. Reservations should
be made three days in advance by calling Air San Luis at
541-1038. ‘
Never fear, all you clam lovers: the Clam Taxi is back!
Operating off the Morro Bay Marina on the Embarcadero,
the taxi is actually a small motor boat taking you to the
sandspit, where you can get your fork and dig in.
Port San Luis Sportsfishing in Aliva Beach provides
charter and party boats. The bait is free, but you have to
bring your own tackle.
Deep-sea fishing at Morro Bay, Avila and San Simeon
allows the amateur or the pro fisherman a chance to hook
albacore, salmon, cod, snapper and bass. Virg’s Fish’n in
Morro Bay and San Simeon offers an all-day boat trip for
$35, which includes a pole, bait and tackle, and a license.
Early-morning risers can catch the boat at 7 a.m. daily. On
the weekends and daily during the summer season beginn
ing June 15, half-day trips are offered at $25.
If you don’t catch anything but sea sickness, dine on the
fresh catch of the day at any of Morro Bay’s excellent res
taurants. After dinner, take a leisurely stroll down the
Embarcadero along the waterfront. Visit the small shops,
museums and art galleries that display works of the local
artists.
While in Morro Bay, don’t forget to visit their Museum of
Natural History and check-out the latest nature walks of
fered on the weekends. Explore the tide pools of Montana
De Oro, a waterfall tucked away in the mountains, or the
continued on page 48

continued fro m page 10
there will be live music all night
long. This is about the end of
bars that like little people. It’s
c le a r l y
a case
of
m ass
discrim ination. But there are
other options.
No discrimination
Linnaea’s Cafe, a “ Europeanstyle coffee h o u se,” d o esn ’t
discriminate against minors and
is a com fortable, casual at
mosphere where live music and
other entertainment can be en
joyed several nights a week.
Sometimes the crowd can be as
interesting as the entertainment,
an d the c o ffe e an d fo o d
(breakfast and lunch, dessert in
the evening) are always tasty.
Entertainment ranges from jazz
and folk music to poetry and
speakers.
In October there will be a new
club for everyone except people
who like to drink. City Limits,
located in University Square, will
allow no alcohol or smoking.
Opening in late October after
renovation is completed, the club
will feature music and dancing
W ednesday through Saturday
and professional comedy acts
once a week. The restaraunt will
be open for lunch and dinner 11
a.m. to 9 p.m., and the club will
be open from 9 p.m. »o 2 a.m. So
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4all hope is not lost.
someone that's 21 and can buy
:■
the beer).
For theater lovers there is the
4
One place that shouldn’t be
Great American Melodrama in
♦
Oceano. The theater, which is overlooked is Isla Vista, the
4“
grundgy little town which serves
as a vacation spot for lost
Berkeley transients and a home
for thousands of UC Santa Bar
bara students. Isla Vista is
famous for it’s out-of-control
madness every year on October
31. With parties at every other
house and in the streets, nobody
needs a Halloween costume at 2
a.m.

popular among Poly students,
presents traditional A m erican
melodramas Wednesday through
Sunday. For showtimes, infor
mation and reservations, call
489-2499.
How about hot tubbing? It’s
the perfect way to undress that
certain someone in a seemingly
innocent way. Sycamore Mineral
Springs has private hot tubs that
are open 24 hours a day. And for
people who get lucky with their
tubbing partner, there’s a hotel
that’s also open 24 hours. This
could be the most enjoyable
alternative. Hot tubs are $8.50
an hour per person. For reserva
tions (tub or room) call 595-7302.

If worse comes to worst, there
are plenty of movie theatres in
San Luis Obispo, although the
movie that everyone wants to see
is usually playing at Festival
Cinemas in Arroyo Grande. The
Rainbow on Osos Street usually
offers alternative and older off
beat movies which tend to be
more interesting than newlyreleased movies.

Most important tool
Now, the m ost im p o rtan t
recreation tool available: the
imagination. It can take people
anywhere. Road trips are the
best possible relief for the Cal
Poly blues, which always seem to
hit the night before a midterm.
With a coastline running north
and south, the possibilities are
boundless. Popular exploits in
clude bonfires at Port San Luis,
treks up Bishop’s Peak on a clear
night and, when boredom really
sets in, screams of “ PARTY!” to
see who shows up (hopefully.

Last resort
Finally, one can resort to the
rampaging, negligent R.A. — the
kind who buys his dormies kegs
and forgets that it’s against the
law and university regulations.
This is the best kind of R.A.
Dormies lucky enough to have a
“ type F” (for fun) R.A. should
keep a space cleared in their
closet for kegs and always wear a
helmet around their R.A.
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Featuring a unique selection
of stylish sports gear for
the active woman

W

SWIMWEAR

W^
I ■ ^

CUT FORABUCK
(shampoo &style extra)

Also

Perm Special $25.00
Come visit Jaynne & Sandi

PUBLIC HAIR
"If you're looking for someone
to keep you looking good."
544 So. Higuera S.L.O.

541 -3435

J
In 7 days

^Jjadies *Sports Sh op
f

IS DOING IT AGAIN!

sw eaters

RUSSELL SWEAT CLOTHES
CO-ORDINATED ACTIVE WEAR

543-2197

8 8 6 Monterey

______ One Block From the Mission

JUICE BAR

▼

X

FRESH JUICES • SMOOTHIES

the Lord
ycroatod
k heaven
d iv e n s^ ^ ^e a rth .
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and w e*ll^^^\
set you
your
QuaranSeed v
Student LoanJ
Ask about;
G U A R A N T E E D S T U D E N T LO A N S
and
S U P PLE M E N TA L L O A N S
For S T U D E N T S
(Parent Loans are also available.)
W ithin seven days* after Educaid
receives your correctly completed
application, your GSL or SLS check
will be on its way to your Financial
Aid Office. See your FAO and ask
for Educaid. O r call us and we’ll
send you an application.

SHAKES • YOGURT
O pen 9 AM - 9:30 PM Daily

BONUS!
Educaid, unlike many lenders,
capitalizes (adds interest to
principal) only once-at
graduation. No interest on '
interest-a substantial savings
to you.

*Educaid's processing tim e. School processing tim e may take longer Allow
tim e for U.S. mail and school processing before and after Educaid’s 7 days.
Add a couple of extra days for processing non-deferred SLS loans.

1108 Broad St.
Between Higuera St.
and Marsh St.

▼ '

546-8122
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PUBLIC HAIR SALON

♦ G O O D FOR FIRST CUT ONLY-EXPIRES OCTOBER 3 1 *
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WELCOME STUDENTS
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Educaid

R> 'BANS

C)

RAN<.( C^r-WAN,,

3301 C S treet, Suite lOO-A, Sacram ento. C A 9S8I6 (916) 446-1626
From O range C ounty/S . Calif.: (714) S 4 I-8 I0 I
From the Bay Area: (4IS ) 982-7667
Toll free in Calif.: (800) 443-7667

B road
S treet
B ik e s

G R A H A M 'S
ART STORE
S in c e 1 9 4 7

Art Supplies - we will help
you with your class lists
10% discount on art materials

Posters for your bare walls

SLO'S M OUNTAIN BIKE SPECIALISTS

•Bicycle TUNE-UP Special
$16.95 (Parts Extra)

• Art M aterials
• Picture Framing

982 M onterey Street
San Luis O bispo, CA 93401

• (805) 543-0652

•Free Tire Installation
(with purchase of any regular
priced tire in stock)

COM E SEE
FOR Y O U R S E LF

i

•TIRE SALE ■
26 X 1.25 All Terrain
$3.88

We're Located at
973 Foothill
Suite 1
next to
Burger
King

G o o d Until 10-5-87

$9.90
S'Tss
12-pack

$11.90
S'V’ds
12-pack

$17.90
3'i"m icros s
10-pack

$22.90

Broad Street Bikes
2700 Broad, San Luis Obispo
(on 2700th block of South Broad)

3'/T micro d/s
10-pack

kinko's

Great copies. Great people.

OPEN 24 HOURS

541-5878

ORCUTT

543-0771

C ed^ ^ ^ C reek^
STUDENT HOUSING CONDOMINIUMS
Featuring 2 Bedroom, 2 Bath
Furnished Condominiums
•Ample parking
•Onsite management
• Location near Poly & shopping
• Pre-leased condos available with excellent income

•Fully Furnished
•Private patios & deck area
•Swimming pool
•Recreation room

For Information
call or stop by

546-8555 •

75 Stenner St.

8- 5:00 weekdays
9- 1:00 S a tu r d a y s
c lo s e d

Sundays

SLO
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ow to be a stud dormie
A SURVIVOR’S GUIDE TO LIFE IN A
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Life in the dorms — no other experience is quite like the one on
which many are about to embark.
Living in such close proximity to
hundreds of students of about the same age
can be fun, exciting, and an overall enjoyable
time. Yet it can also be exasperating. The
following is a guide to the wonderful world of
dorms, otherwise titled: How to Survive Liv
ing in a Box.

items of importance
The most important thing to purchase is a
set of earplugs. No matter what time of day
or night it is, someone is going to be taking a
study break while someone else is trying to
sleep or study. They will be blasting stereos,
playing golf or tag, bowling in the halls, or
skateboarding above, below and
around
your room. The only answer to getting any
sleep at all is investing in earplugs. A
package of three pairs can be obtained from
Thrifty’s for about $1.89.
Now to solve the opposite problem — stay
ing awake. After a long day at school, work
and a previous night of studying and/or
drinking (at which college students almost
invariably become proficient) it often is nec
essary to stay up very late to do the studying
that has been put off until the last minute.
The answer to this dilemma requires another

also about $10. The mirrors in the halls work
fine, but who wants to be seen primping in
the hallway? That should be done in private.
A hall card is a plus if you like reading the
latest magazines, playing pool or ping pong,
or making brownies in the dorm kitchen. The
$10 fee is worth it if you want to do any of
those things, but it’s really only necessary
for one roommate to purchase one. You can
split the cost to save a few dollars.

the food (is it re a lly ...? )
A refrigerator is a must. At first the dor9|.
food seems to be edible, maybe even savory
at times. However, nine long months of the
same slop day after day may make your
stomach grumble — but not with hung^,
Stocking up is a popular way of avoiding
dorm food and fat. Using your meal card to
get fruit, yogurt and juices can save time and
calories. Unfortunately, most people use
them to get Hostess cupcakes, donuts,
potato chips and the like. Whatever you
choose, a refrigerator can relieve a few food
problems.
A way to avoid the infamous — and seem
ingly inevitable — “ Poly butt’’ is to buy your
own salad dressing to take to dinner. The
dressings offered at the VG, Stalls and Snack
Bar are nothing short of tasteless. Bringing
your own may bring some of the fun back in
to eating a healthy salad.
As a last resort — or as time goes on, a
first impulse — the Domino’s pizza delivery
person is never very far away. The sight of
the red, white and blue truck or bedecked
delivery person will become familiar and wel
come. The smell of popcorn wafting through
the halls is another familiar scent that will
restore your faith in the fact that food really
can taste good. Those two foods can easily
become the staples for many residents who
find the dining experience somewhat less
than satisfying.

ear

If you have a car on campus, make sure
you park in the right parking lot. At first it is
difficult to decipher the fine distinction be
tween R-1 and R-2, but after some trial and
error, along with some parking tickets, the
fine line will be perceived. For residents of
Yosemite and Sierra Madre, this advice could
save some money. Also, park in the same
place as often as possible. Many people have
been spotted wandering aimlessly through
the parking lot trying to remember where
they last parked and when they last saw their
car.

DARYL S H O P T A U G H /M u s la n q D a ily

small investment: a hot pot. It’s a little pot
that plugs into the wall and in which any
thing from coffee to Top Ramen can be
prepared. Next purchase? A year’s supply of
instant coffee. Caffeine can become your best
friend, morning or night, when it is necessary
to be artificially awake. Jolt cola and No Doz
can also stimulate the artificial feeling of be
ing a functioning human being.
A mini ironing board and an iron are also
good investments if you want to look sharp
at school. Some stores sell the mini boards
for about $10, and you will become very
popular among your friends if you own one.
You might also want to get a long mirror.

No matter how compatible or friendly two
people are, living so closely takes a toll.
Privacy becomes a word of the past. It’s im
portant to maintain communication with a
roommate when something bothers you.
Don’t let things build up to a crescendo; be
open and honest about pet peeves. It’s the
only way to deal effectively with the situa
tion.
Cooperating with your R.A. will also save
you siome headaches. They are only human
and if
¿ o out of your way to harass them
they nviSTfurely react in a like manner. So
make frimis with them; it’s beneficial to all

involved. ‘

off the record
Now for the inside scoop. This is advice
froiit dorm vets who have been through it all
and survived.
An unidentified student gave this hint
about having a keg in the dorms: Put the keg
in one room, lock the door and run the tap
through the electrical outlets into the adja
cent room. If the party room is searched, the
worst that can happen is that you will be
written up on suspicion of alcohol.
A great place to hide anything can be
found in Sierra Madre. In the closet nearest
the entrance, there is a removable panel near
the floor. Two of last year’s residents
managed to fill this opening with 24 cases of
beer. It’s not a recommended move, however,
as they were com pelled to empty it
themselves. You can be charged for the labor
if you leave it for someone else.
Bringing beer into the dorms is not too
complicated if you are not too obvious about
it. A backpack works well and is not very
conspicuous. But beware! Campus police and
R.A.s are lurking everywhere. The fine
against a minor in posesssion of alcohol or
any person bringing alcohol onto campus is
more than most students can afford.

final words
All, or even some of this, can help to make
the year more bearable and enjoyable for all
you virgins of dorm life. Just remember that
thousands have survived before, and you
probably will too.

There is a place to wash cars, adjacent to
the North Mountain dorms, called the Wash
Rack. It fits about three cars at a time, but
it’s usually no trouble getting a space. Not
everyone gets motivated all at once. Hoses
have to be checked out at the front desk of
your dorm.

avoiding insanity
Living in a tiny space not fit for one human
being, let alone two, can be very stressful at
times. One way to avoid claustrophobia is to
get outdoors as much as possible. The
beaches in the area are beautiful, day or
night. The antithesis to a cramped dorm
room is open sky, big puffy clouds, a warm
sun or a silvery moon, and the
sound of waves pounding the
shore.
Trying to get along with a
roommate is another problem.
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Them ost
demanding,
challenging,
enlightening,
ri^ ro u s,
satisfying,
difficult,
tewarding,
motivating and
exdtingcourse
you can take
in college.
ARMY RESEAT.

* Largest Selection of
Alternative Gift Cards
* Personalized Imprinting
Available
* New Posters in Stock

(7

e t c e te ra
879 Higuera St. SLO
Open Mon.-Sat. 9:30 - 6PM
(Thursday till 9:30PM)
Sunday 10AM - 5PM

THIS IS A TEST! FIND OUR DISPLAY
AD IN THIS ISSUE. BRING IT TO THE
SEA BARN IN AVILA BEACH. FOLLOW
THE DIRECTIONS CORRECTLY AND
RECEIVE A FREE SUNGLASS LEASH!

WALKER-LEWIS Inc.
FURNITURE RENTALS

KIC-ERS JAMNIN'C C^RPS

For more information please
contact:
Major Larry Stayton
Cal Poly Military Science Dept.
7 5 6 -7 6 8 2

544-0132

SLO CO.
TELEPHONE

SERVICES

REPAIRS
MOVES
AND
CHANGES TO
YOUR
INSIDE WIRING AT
LESS THAN
PHONE CO
RATES! CALL
544-7180

Rani
Roll-Away Bads.
Baby Cribs.
Folding Tables
and Chairs
by the day.
waek or month.
o

o

o

nn? mâoûJ 8®®t»i

• Home or Office Quality Furniture • TV's & Appliances
• Low Cost Month-to-Month Rental • 100% Purchase Option
• Complete Apartment Package for Less • Fast Delivery

R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYP
ING Rona,laser printer wlOOplus fonts
stdnt rates, 9am-6pm, MSat, 544-2591
I’m still typing. For work you can trust
call Susie. 528-7805 Thanks_________
Sr Projects, Reports, Term Papers Done
in my home-Fast Service! $10hr.
481-2339 evenings

1/2 - OFF EVERYTHING;
2 FM ROOMATES NEEDED FOR CE
DAR CREEK CONDO 9/1-6/30 260/Mo
9/19/1-88 240/Mo DISHWASHER MI
CRO POOL LAUNDRY CLOSE TO POLY
FULLY FURNISHED 544-3893________
CHRISTIAN FEM-SHR 2 bd -t-wnhs near
Poly Fall-Spr $180 544-5017 Sara

ALL SERVICES

464 Marsh St. #C
San Luis Obispo

DRY CREEK APARTMENTS
Starting at $395. Low Security Depos
its. Phone Daily 9am-6pm.238-4080
1227 Corral Creek P R ______________
PINECREEK CONDO NEW- NEED 3
FM ROOMMATE. $238-275/MO. CALL
MICHELLE. (714) 644-4192

549-9508
Good through 9/30/87

Condos & Homes for sale information
packet available on campus Call Mar
guerite C21 541-3432

For the best
dressed sundae
in town.
At Swensen’s you
will discover a
world of taste
tingling, mouth
watering treasures.

Say g o o d b y e to d u ll ears.
Choose from our selection of shapes and stones, and
we'll do the rest. Let us pierce your ears now so the
healing process w ill be com plete in time for the
holidays.

ensenjewelers

850 H igu era
543-6706

0^

728 Higuera St.

544-2770
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The highest paying jobs
are in agriculture,
while the most common
Jobs are held in retail
and government areas

SHIRLEY THOMPSON/Mudang Dally

Despite SLO’s rather
competitive market,
students do find jobs
B arb ara

CALL NOW FOR FAST,
FRESH-BAKED PIZZA

.am

Cunni]

o your parents sent you off to college. Great!
Great except for one thing. Your dad still thinks it’s the
1950s, when he was in college. Sorry dad; not so. Gas doesn’t
cost 25 cents a gallon anymore. You’ve told him hundreds of
times but he just doesn’t listen. So now you’re going to have to find
a job to make that extra cash. But just how easy is it to find a job in
a town swamped with college students?
San Luis Obispo County is growing rapidly. It is the fifteenth
largest county in the state, encompassing 3,300 square miles. It has
a civilian labor force of 89,700, with 85,350 of that munber employed,
leaving a 4.8-percent unemployment rate.
Of all citizens, 38,200 belong solely to San Luis Obispo in a rather
competitive job market. For the professional worker, according to
the San Luis Obispo Labor Market Report, the highest paying jobs
are in agriculture, while the most common jobs are held in retail and
government areas.
But what about a student seeking part-time work?
Ellen Polinsky, coordinator of student employment at the Cal Poly
Placement Center, says there are a lot of jobs available.
“ Students need to weigh what’s most important to them ,’’ said
Polinsky. “ If you need cash and are willing to work, you’ll get a jo b .’’
At any one time there are between 100 and 200 jobs listed at the
Placem ent C enter. Approxim ately 5,000 jobs are available
throughout the year.
continued on page 18

A/OID THE NOID
BIRKENSTOCK
SALE!
The Sale You've Been
Waiting For
Septem ber O n ly
D o n 't M iss O u t !

SM

CALL US
Foothill Area

544-3636
South SLO

549-9999
Los Osos

5% to 25% off!

466-7880

Pick a pencil
Draw your discount

239-8508

N^on«““S3t»

CAM iijic

670 Higuera St. 10AM-9PM
S u n . 12-4PM
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Paso Robles

We'll deliver your hot
delicious pizza
in 30 minutes or less,
or you'll receive
$3.00 off the price
of you order.
11:00am - 1am Sun-Thurs
11:00am - 2am Fri & Sat

Arroyo Grande

481-3171

GUARANTEED:

HOURS:

528-0800

Atascadero

Open

If you call Domino’s Pizza®
now, in less than 30 min
utes you’ll be enjoying
our hot, delicious pizza!
We bake each pizza
fresh, right when you
call, and deliver in less
than 30 minutes! So call
Domino’s Pizza today!
AVOID THE NOID“ !
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6
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D O M IN O ’S
P IZ Z A
D E L IV E R S ®
I®

DINNER FOR 4
FREE
ONLY $10.99
¡ Thick Crust on
Purchase a 2-Topping 16" pizza
and 4 bottles of Coke for only $10.99 I Any Pizza
Not good with any other offer
expires 10/14/87

Not good with any other offer
expires 10/14/87
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For most students,
especially those who
live in dorms, oncampus employment is

ówainore

M r
5 P

H E R
R i N

«V,

27 Motel Rooms —Each with a private
mineral spa in an adjoining balcony.
Hourly Tub Rentals —Under the Oak
and Sycamore trees.
Recreation Area —Including a heated
Swimming Pool & Sand Volleyball Courts.
Body Care Center —Full body Massages
and Herbal Facials.
OPEN 24 HOURS
Phone 595-7302
1215 Avila Beach Drive, San Luis Obispo 93401

“ Last year 7,500 students
came through here looking for
jobs,” Polinsky said. “ We did
well in accommodating most of
them .”
The Placement Center is strict
ly a referral service. Employers
contact the center and let them
know that jobs are available.
There is no fee for students using
the Placement Center.
The center offers both on- and
off-cam pus jobs. Em ploym ent
can range from clerical, land
scaping and manual labor, to
hotel and restaurant work, per
sonal services, retail sales and
temporary positions.
For most students, especially
those who live in dorms, oncampus employment is the way
to go. Transportation isn’t a
problem and students can work
between classes.
Last spring an average of 1,780
students were employed on cam
pus. However, on-campus posi
tions fill quickly and have set
standards. Students are only
allowed to work a maximum of
20 hours a week on a set pay
scale. S tu d en t-assistan t work
pays between $3.35 and $7.14 per
h o u r,
w h ile
w o r k - s tu d y
employees are paid from $3.35 to
$8.14. Students are only paid
once a month.
Polinsky did say there are 90
percent more jobs available off
campus than on. “ Yardwork and
housework are the highest pay
ing ($4.00 to $7.00). It depends
on what the student is willing to
d o .”
Polinsky said that fast tood
jobs are almost always available
because of a high turnover rate.
She also said that San . Luis
Obispo food chains pay up to
$5.00 an hour and employers
have very flexible shifts.
Polinsky’s eyes lit up when
asked about Central Coast Plaza,
the new shopping mall opening in
town.
“ This September will be the
best year of employment since
the bulk of the new stores will be
opening then,” she said. “ We’ve
already started to fill positions
for the m all.” Central Coast
Plaza is near Madonna Plaza and
will offer mostly fast food and
retail employment.

How to go about
finding that job
.bv B a r b a r a

"ir

There are several ways to find a job.
One way, of course, is through the Placement Center. All a
student needs to do is come in to the center (near the football
stadium) with their current Cal Poly ID and register. There are
several bulletin boards with job listings.
There are also counselors available to help students in their
job search, preparation for interviews and construction of
resumes.
“ We’re a full teaching facility,” says Ellen Polinsky, coor
dinator of student employment at the Cal Poly Placement
Center.
The Placement Center is also offering a new program for cur

GERMAN AUTO
150 BRANDS
Of Imported Beers
The Largest Selection'
pn the Central Coast

Serving VW PORSCHE AUDI BMW AUTOMOBILES
237 Pacific Street San Luis Obispo - Call for appointment 543-7473

C A H A N E O BROS.
BEEF AND TERIYAKI
JERKY
(fresh daily)

On the comer of
Ni porno and Higuera

543-2417

Cunningham

SPECIALIZINQ IN STUDENT TRAVEL
University Union
Open 8:30-5:00
Monday-Triday
(805), 765-861 2

rently-enrolled students. The
new work experience program
is targeted at finding stu
dents career-related employ
ment in which the students
work 20 hours a week. These
jobs tend to be higher-paying
and can be helpful to stu
dents in the future.
There is also the employ
ment developm ent d e p a rt
m ent on South
H iguera
Street, which tries to match
an individual’s skill to the
labor market. There are also
counselors available at no
cost.
To find an on-campus job,
Polinsky’s best advice for
students is to go directly to
the department where he or
she would like to work. .
“ Many jobs come through
the Placement Center, but
most are already filled by
students who have expressed
previous interest,” Polinsky
says. “ Word of mouth plays a
big roll around here.”
In terms of off-campus
employment there are several
sources available beyond the
Placement Center. The news
paper and phone book are
good resources. Polinsky says
that 80 percent of jobs avail
able are never listed any
where.
“ Call up a place where
you’d like to work,” she says.
“ You may be surprised. Also
walk through downtown and
by all means follow your con
tacts. Anyone who is deter
mined can find a job no pro
blem. It’s like anything. It
always looks easy when
someone else does it.”

Mustang Daily

Dorm roomies:
he prospect of sharing a
9-by-19 foot residence hall
^
room with a stranger may
m a k e so m e e n t e r i n g
freshmen feel like quitting school
before they begin.
With the stresses of moving

“ But it can also be good,” said
Hendrix. “ It gives the residents
time to get to know their room
mates, where maybe they were
afraid to dp this before.”
Before students are assigned
rooms together, each fills out a

A typical method
that roommates
employ for settling
disputes is that one
will sleep in the lobby
and starting college classes, as
well as the added tension of shar
ing close quarters, it is small
wonder that problems between
roommates sometimes arise.
“ The first thing you’ll get is ‘I
can never live with this per
so n ,’ ” said Stephan Lam b,
associate director of housing. He
said that at the beginning of fall
q u arter there is a 30-day
moratorium on moving within
the dorms.
“ We find that people who ini
tially believe that they cannot
live with their roommate really
are adaptable,” Lamb said.
The restriction on room trades
sometimes makes for difficulties,
said com puter science senior
Leslie Hendrix, who was a resi
dent adviser for the 1985-86
school year.

written form which asks their
age, major, whether or not they
sm oke, w hether they would
prefer a coed or single sex hall,
and if they would prefer a quiet
or semi-quiet dorm.
Dorm residents are sent the
names and addresses of their ap
pointed roommates in advance of
the quarter with the hope that
they will write and get ac
quainted, Lamb said.
Troubles between roommates
are often settled between the
p arties,
said
Jay
W ilkins,
business management senior and
also a resident adviser in 198586.
A typical method that room
m a te s em p lo y fo r s e ttlin g
disputes is that one will sleep in
the lobby, both former RAs said
with a laugh.
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I like mine fine, thank you

Please check one —
Gimme a new one, pronto!

Because well over 75 percent of
the students housed on campus
are new to San Luis Obispo,
there are no single rooms offered
in the residence halls, said Lamb.
He added that if a quiet person
is assigned a single room he or
she can become quite introverted
and depressed as pressures from
classes and personal life build up
over the year. Double occupancy,
he said, promotes a sense of
togetherness.
Still, he said differences be
tween roommates do come up
and they can become irreconciliable.
“ I recommend a room change for
people who have problems that
cannot be solved,” said Hendrix.
“ The person may have to change
floors or halls, because the situa
tion is causing bad vibrations on
that floor.”
With the decision to move
comes the question of which
roommate has to pack.
“ A lot of times it comes down
to flipping a coin, or deciding
who hates the situation the most,
or who has the most stuff to
move,” said Wilkins. “ The pro
blem with moving is that both
people have made friends on that
floor.”
The biggest problem that both
former RAs had to deal with was
alcohol, they agreed. Alcohol is
not permitted in the residence
halls or anywhere else on cam
pus, and both Hendrix and
Wilkins said that enforcing the
rule among their peers could
sometimes be difficult.

ARE YOU SERIOUS ABOUT
GETTING IN SHAPE

“ It’s very hard to approach
someone who is 21 or older
(about violating the alcohol
rules),” said Hendrix. “ You may
be younger than them and they
may resent it. And it’s really
hard to have to bust a group that
has alcohol.”
“ It is difficult because these
are your peers and you are hav
ing to tell them what to do,”
Wilkins said. “ But it’s easy in a
way because everyone knows it’s
a rule and that they have broken

it. They may be mad, though,
because they have to pour out
$20 worth of beer.”
Hendrix said that, contrary to
some peoples’ opinions, it is not
the job of the resident adviser to
bust people. The RA’s job, she
said, is to make the year en
joyable for everyone.
Both agreed that it is some
times difficult for the RAs to
keep that perspective if they
must constantly be reminding
residents of the rules.

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES

Coming in the Fall....

$20 HEALTH
CARD
Gives you lots of extras!
Good for all 3 quarters (Fall,Wtr., Spr.)
For more inform ation, contact
the Health C enter at 756-1211.
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TRY THE
ALL
NEW
CALENDAR
GIRL
BRAND NEW STAIR MASTER!
BRAND NEW AEROBICS!
10 DAILY AEROBICS CLASSES!

PERSONALIZED WEIGHT TRAINING!
JACUZZI, SUANA,
TANNING BED, SHOWERS,
LOCKERS & MORE

6 MONTHS ONLY $99.00
AT CALENDAR GIRL
EXCLUSIVELY FOR WOMEN
964 FOOTHILL, SAN LUIS OBISPO
(UNIVERSITY SQUARE) 543-3465
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If only I had
found
Chopsticks
before
lasagne.

CHOPSTICKS
DELIVERS
In SLO
In Pismo Beach

9 7 3 F o o th in # 5

5 4 1 -C H O P
7 7 3 -1 8 0 0
2 4 6 P om eroy S t.
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KCBX— FM90.1

A TIM ELY OFFER!

Central Coast Public Radio

introducing ‘Mustang Time’

An a ffilia te of National Public Radio.

Wc know you carry Cal Poly in your heart — well, now you
can carry our mascot, the mustang, on your wrist as well!
Thanks to the Mustang Time watch, that is — a brand-new,
contemporary time piece just commissioned by the Alumni
Association.

i

Unique Design
Mustang on tip o f Unvisabte’second hand
Words ‘Cal P oly' on watch face
Swiss quartz movement
Gold’tone casing
Instant conversation piece
A vailable in men *s and women '5 stvles

"A PRAIRIE ROME PRMPAMOA

C la ssic a l íM usic
For free program guide, call 544-5229-^

Please ship me Mustang Time:
Q n ty .______ Women’s Mustang Time at $59.95 each

>

O n ty .______ Men’s Mustang Time at $59.95 each

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

Please include $4 shipping and handling per watch

________

California residents please add $3.60 (6*!^o) sales tax per watch

________

20% OFF

ORDER TOTAL

Prescription Eyewear
Sale ends O cto b e r 31

______ Enclosed is my check for $ __________ . payable to Cal Poly Mustang Time.
______ Or, charge my V isa______ MasterCard______ the amount of $ ________
Account ’

^Ve Take Pride
• Fast S e rv ic e
• Q u a lity F ra m e s

• H igh Fashion
• L arg e S e le ctio n

543-5771
1021 Chorro

Atascoduro
4M-577I
5001 Entrado Avo.

____________________

Exp. d a te _______________________

S ig n a tu r e ________________________________________________________
For faster service, credit card customers may call 805/546-2525.
Name _________________________________________ P h o n e____________________

dtiicRaQVs ©pHcai
Son Luis Obiipo

$ ________

Address
State
Zip
Mail this coupon along with payment to Alumni House, Mustang Time, Cal Poly,
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407. Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.
T47I

Morro Boy

PoioRoblos
7731111
MI-SHI
005AMoinSt. ISOèBPinoSt.

Hours; M -F 9:00-5:30, Sot. 10-3:00
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Istory and photos
by Matt Weiser

Carving your own Escape
m

Getting in on
it and aiways
iooking for new
things to do are
what the Escape
Route is aii
about... and
reaiizing that
your personai
iimits are way
out there, and
that you’ve been
holding yourself
back

ou’ve heard it up and down
from every person over 30 you’ve
M ever met, and you’ll keep hearing
m
it: “ College is the best time of
your life,.’’ they say. “ Grab life by the
shorts and yank,’’ they say.
But they’re right. You should grab it
(life, that is). You’re young, healthy,
unhindered and surrounded by people your
own age who have similar interests.
You’ve shaken your parents and don’t yet
have a boss breathing down your career.
Why not at least try everything while you
can?
This is the recommendation of Rod
Neubert, ASI assistant director for pro
gram management. One of the programs
under his wing is the Escape Route,
located in the University Union. The outfit
is aptly named because it really is a route
for your escape — from school, room
mates, jobs, house-hunting or whatever. If
you need a break, the Escape Route can
take you on a trip or rent you whatever
you need to take yourself on one — all on a
college student’s budget.
If you’re short on cash, you’ve come to
the right place: Escape Route trips are run
at cost. If you’re short on time, do a half
day trip. If you’re short on knowledge,
they’ll teach you. If you don’t have the
equipment, they’ll rent it to you, cheap.
For $1, you can spend an afternoon after
class learning how to rock climb on Bish

op’s Peak. For $3.50, spend a Saturday
exploring Port San Luis in a canoe. Start
windsurfing for $12.50. For a little more,
Mt. Pinos is yours for a weekend with
your mountain bike. Or go on a two-week
canoe trip on U tah’s Green River. These
are all trips that were offered last quarter.
During the year, up to five outings are of
fered every weekend. Windsurfing and
rock-climbing lessons are usually offered
weekly.
T he E sc a p e R o u te
makes it easy to go rock
climbing, canoeing, wind
surfing,
backpacking,
s k iin g , c a v in g , c a n 
yoneering and mountain
biking, and the list goes
on and on. Organized
trips run from a few
hours to a couple of
weeks in length. You can
also use the Escape
Route’s library of maps, books and
knowledge to design your own jaunt.
“ Our objective is to eliminate all the ex
cuses,’’ said Neubert. “ The worst skill
that a college student can learn is how to
make excuses. It’ll affect their whole hap
piness. If they really want to, they can
find time.’’
The Escape Route is Neubert’s creation.
He started it in 1969 as an ag-management sophomore, and it holds true to its

original form as an all-volunteer organiza
tion. No one makes any profits and no one
gets paid. Anyone can volunteer and if
you work one hour a week behind the
counter, the reward is free windsurfing
lessons and 50 percent off equipment ren
tals.
“ The idea that I came up with was that
I wanted to do a great variety of things,’’
said Neubert. “ I didn’t want to do any
thing so much that I’d
get sick of it. 1 worked
my tail off during the
week and I took off every
weekend. 1 could just
to ta lly
escap e
from
whatever pressures I had
during the week.’’
The Escape R oute’s
all-volunteer nature has
been a sustaining force.
“ One of the main
reasons it works so well
is because people feel that it’s their
Escape Route and they want to see it suc
ceed,’’ said Neubert. “ It’s really given
them a lifestyle that’s really relaxed. The
whole basic idea is to help people have a
balance in their life between their work
and homework life so they can be happier.
“ We’re talkin’ about a whole lifestyle, is
what we’re talkin’ about: leadership, con
fidence, makin’ friends. You can be the
best engineer that Cal Poly ever put out
but if you can’t get through that interview
and interact with other people, you’ve had
it. Taking a chance, trying new things is
something that we promote. And it gives
you a fuller life.’’
Mark Smith, a 22-year-old graphic
communication senior, is one of the many
volunteers who has taken a few chances
and sought this “ fuller life.’’ He is vice
chairman of ASI Outings, the committee
in student government that represents the
Escape Route. He has benefited in a
number of ways from his experience.

5 ..

“ We offer something more involved as
part of the growth experience,’’ he said. “ I
met my girlfriend through here. In fact I
met every girl I’ve ever dated through
here.’’
But at the bottom line. Smith said,
“ We’re just students who decided we
wanted to go do something.’’
True to the purpose of a university, the
Escape Route primarily serves to in
troduce people to new activities, new
things to do.
“ All our programs are set up basically
to introduce people to it, then hopefully
strike out on their own,’’ said Smith. “ We
do things in a very simple way with good
backup and good instruction. Oftentimes
when people wouldn’t worry about a safe
ty measure, we’ll employ one.’’
Neubert agreed, stating that in 20 years
of rock climbing and caving, the Escape
Route has never had an accident.
“ We teach people how to do it right,’’ he
said, “ ’cause you can die quick from some
of these activities if you don’t know how
to do it right. But for people that want
more of a challenge, we can do that too.’’
The Escape Route also understands that
most college students operate on a shoe
string budget. Prices charged for the trips
continued on page 50
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Three words every
student should
know intimately

Brooks Watson

ust like other universities throughout the
state and country, Cal Poly has its own stu
dent government working to enrich the lives
o f its 16,000 students.
Associated Students Incorporated, better
known around campus as ASI, is Cal Poly’s an
swer to student government. It works with the
present and future needs o f the university popula
tion.
“ ASI serves a variety o f purposes and programs
here on our campus,” said ASI President Stan Van
Vleck. “ Students o f our university can and should
make a difference in these purposes and programs.
All they have to do is decide they want to .”
Students can get involved in more than 60 dif
ferent ASI committees. An interested party need
do nothing more than fill out a short questionnaire
and state their areas o f interest. No government
experience is necessary.
“ Students should join ASI because they can
receive a lot from it,” said Van Vleck.

continued on page 24
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Cordially invites you to
attend our
__ First-Time-Ever
___ _

SALE

Unprecedented markdowns
fine jewelry and loose stones.
o n

Come in and register for our Drawing
to be held October 1.
Sale ends September 30,
L a y a w a y a n d
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Quality made affordable
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A Unique Jewelry Store
Madonna Road Plaza

San Luis Obispo
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continued fro m page 22
“ Through your duties and responsibilities here you will
grow as a person while learning how to work with people.
The experience you’ll receive here is in some ways more
valuable than the experience you’ll get from the
classroom.’’
Students choosing not to join one of the many avail
able committees may be able to find their niche in one of
the 300 clubs and organizations offered to them through
ASI. Each club and committee has been designed for
students to explore interests related to their area of
study, as well as interests outside of their major.
The ASI has been in existence since 1964 and is now
the largest corporation in the San Luis Obispo com
munity, with assests well over the $10 million.
Each student at Cal Poly is considered a shareholder
in this major corporation by virtue of the fees they pay
through registration each quarter.
Aside from initiating new ideas and policies that will

Outings Committee — Oversees the Escape Route and
encourages students to participate in such outdoor ac
tivities as backpacking, canoeing, skiing and windsurf
ing. The Escape Route rents sporting equipment and
assists in outdoor trip planning.
Craft Center — Conducts classes in ceramics, bicycle
repair, woodworking, photography and more. The center
is equipped with work areas for a variety of crafts and
offers supplies o f all types.
Concerts Committee — Schedules major pop, rock and
country bands to perform at Cal Poly. Some former acts
sponsored by the committee include Berlin, X, the
Alarm, the Pretenders, Kenny Loggins, Big Country and
the Charlie Daniels Band.

affect the students, representatives of ASI act as a
liaison between the student body and the administration.
“ The administration is usually responsive to student
needs and requests,’’ said Van Vleck. “ Sometimes,
however, they can be tough. Especially when they’re not
ready for change.’’
Some of the goals for ASI this year include: a publish
ed faculty-evaluations book in which teachers
throughout the university will be rated on their teaching
performance; improved university marketing techniques;
and some long-term goal setting.
“ Some of the things planned for the 1987-88 school
year will be very beneficial to our student body,’’ said
Van Vleck. “ What we’d like to have happen this fall is
for more people to become involved with our organiza
tion who can not only carry on with some of our ideals,
but who want to make a difference.’’
One of the best ways to gain some personal experience
and to become involved with ASI is through committees.

The experience you’ll receive
here is in some ways more
valuable than the experience
you’ll get in the classroom’
ASI President Stan Van Vleck

Some of the smaller committees that help
form the core of student government are the
following:

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
W OW SHIRT HERE!!
Custom Printed Sportswear
T-shirts *Sweatshirts
* A thletic W ear
Hats * Bags * Mugs
Transfers & C u sto m L e tte rin g

Greek Letters
Fraternity & Sorority Crests

—

Finance Committee — Works with a budget
of over $4 million, approving and rejecting
matters that affect students.
Academic Commission — Brings to the
Student Senate’s attention m atters th at
concern students, such as scheduling pro
blems and senior projects.
Administrative Commission — Prepares
resolutions concerning matters such as new
buildings or parking facilities.
Code and Bylaws Committee — Reviews
codes and bylaws of clubs wishing to join
ASI and monitors the laws of existing cam
pus clubs.
Elections Committee — Coordinates stu
dent elections.
Personnel Policy Committee — Responds to
all issues involving ASI or University Union
employees.
Student Planning Commission — Assists in
funding cam pus projects such as new
walkways or drinking fountains.
Programs Board — Oversees actions of
various program committees serving student
community interests.

Films Committee — Sponsors current films each
quarter for $1.50 a showing. Past films have included
“ Top G un,’’ “ Stand By Me,’’ “ Hannah and Her Sisters’’
and “ The Jungle Book.’’
Fine A rts Committee — Brings classical music, jazz
music, dance and theater to Cal Poly as well as various
art exhibits for student viewing.
Speaker's Forum — Invites educational lecturers and,
occasionally, entertainers to share their expertise with
students and faculty.
Special Events Committee — Sponsors such diverse
entertainment as live comedy shows, bands for activity
hour, hypnotists and acrobats.
Long-Range Planning Committee — Sets long-range
goals for ASI as a corporation and implements set plans
of action.
A number of other services such as the Second Edition
copy center, Julian’s ice cream and coffee parlor and
Disabled Student Services are offered through the Uni
versity Union, also under the guidance of ASI.
Anyone seeking further information can contact the
ASI offices located on the second floor of the University
Union.

W h ile U W a it

No minimum required

SHWËS
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Creekside
Dining

856 Higuera
541-1806
Open 7 days

Sunday Brunch
Appetizers, Salads
Fresh Fish, Pastas
& much, more more.

F a m ily
Fun Fair

Live Jazz
San Luis Obispo's
Largest Arcade of
Video and Pinball
Games. Located at the
corner of Foothill and
Santa Rosa - Wishes to
Welcome all new and
returning students.

Thursday Night, Friday Night
and Saturday Night
In the Cellar
Brubeck's is open 7 days a week
for lunch and dinner.
Reservations R ecom m ended
726 Higuera st., SLO

541-8688
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FLOYD JONES/Muctang Dally

Clean up your act with counseling
by Stephanie Dias

m

ave you ever wanted to shoot
your roommate for squeezing the
toothpaste tube from the middle
^ w instead of the end? Have you ever
wondered how some students do limited
amounts of studying and still get straight
As? Do you wonder why you were rejected

for a job and an unqualified person got it
instead?
Sounds pitiful, but it does happen.
Sometimes people find themselves at the

end of their credit limit and need someone
to confide in, someone who will keep every
secret confidential.
Cal Poly offers its students an opportu-

nity to release their frustrations the
healthy way by talking to a counselor.
Counseling services provide help for those
who need personal, professional or aca*
demic counseling,
The C ounseling
C enter,
Learning
continued on page 29

LOOK WHO'S COMING TO CAL POLY
BERKELEY SHAKESPEARE
FESTIVAL IN HENRY V

October 15 & 16

•••••

SURF
BOSTON CHAMBER
MUSIC SOCIETY
October 17

THEATRE BALLET
. of CANADA
April 8

and

SKATE

SURFWEAR & CASUALWEAR
COMPLETE LINE OF
SURFING AND SKATEBOARDING
ACCESSORIES
541-6641
1334 Madonna Rd. SLO
Laguna Village Shopping Center

Comer of Los Osos Vly. Rd.
& Madonna Rd.

IMAGO
April 15
MfMIER
PEUGEOT OWNERS
CLUl OF AMERICA

AMSTERDAM
GUITAR TRIO

544-9340

April 16

GASOLINE ■ d ie s e l * TRANSAXLE REBUILDING

PHILHARMONIA
BAROQUE ORCHESTRA

May 28
A N D M ANY MORE
Season Tickets N o w on Sale
Call N ow for Best Seats: 756-1421

SPECIALIZING IN COMPLETE
SERVICE & REPAIR ON

VOLKSWAGEN PORSCHE AUDI BMW
PEUGEOT- CITROEN
-

-

-

2899 M cM illan Road, San Luis Obispo
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BOUNCING BACK
With an apparent end to financial woes and
an influx of new faces, Mike Wilton is ready
to make his tenth year a fresh beginning
a*, s t o r y by E lm e r Ramos
ho to s by D a r y l
Wilton, who arrived at Cal Poly in 1978, garnered only 24 wins in
his first two years. In 1980 the Lady Mustangs blossomed, recording
34 victories and a seventh-place finish in the national standings.
Since then. Cal Poly has become a fixture in top-20 polls and has
qualified for the NCAA tournament the past six years.
All this has been achieved without the benefit of many blue-chip
athletes. In fact, Sandy Aughingbaugh, arguably Wilton’s best
player and now a member of the United States National Team, was
discovered in a physical-education class. Several Lady Mustangs,
though, have been named all-Americas and four have played profes
sionally with Major League Volleyball.

^ V o m en ts after the Cal
Poly volleyball team
was trounced 3-0 by
Jw ^
^ Pacific in last year’s
home finale, the Lady Mustangs
took a farewell trot around the
Main Gym floor, most of them
with their heads bowed low.
Meanwhile, head coach Mike
W ilton, looking dejected and
weary, strode to the scorer’s table
and picked up the public-address
m icrophone. Sounding alm ost
remorseful, he announced: “ We
will be back. We will be heard
from again.’’
Wilton, it seemed, was apolo
gizing for his team’s showing dur
ing
the season.
The Lady
Mustangs finished with a record
of 21-16 and in the bottom half of
th e P a c ific C o a st A th le tic
A ssociation.
N othing
to be
ashamed of by most standards,
but something Cal Poly was not
used to doing. After all, several
previous teams had contended
seriously for the national title.
Wilton’s frustrations, however,
were not due to his players’ performances but to a system that let
his powerhouse program deteriorate. With financial support from the
university dwindling the previous couple of years, it had become
nearly impossible for him to recruit the players, quantity- or quali
ty-wise, necessary to maintain the tradition of success.
Looking back, he said his actions after the Pacific match may have
been misunderstood.
“ Maybe it was the emotion of the moment,’’ said Wilton, now in
his 10th year at the helm of the Lady Mustangs. “ I’m not used to
getting beat three straight by anybody on my home court. I hope the
message got through loud and clear that I think those kids achieved
a lot, really a lot.’’
Indeed they did. One part-time and two full-time starters returned
from the 1985 group, but they were complemented by a handful of
players who were not highly recruited out of high school. Still, they
managed to form a solid squad.
“ It was a hodge-podge of kids,’’ Wilton said. “ There were a lot of
people around who thought we would not break .500 at all. It was a
make-do situation and they did wonderfully. The great unknown was
what those kids were going to do when the pressure was on — show
their colors or run and hide. They didn’t run and hide.’’
Mike Puritz, head coach of UC Irvine, said Cal Poly’s ability to
salvage last season serves as proof that Wilton gets more out of his
players than any other coach in the PCAA.
“ To put it in one word, Mike Wilton is amazing,’’ he said. “ He does
something; I don’t know what it is. He seems to take players not a
lot of other people are interested in and is able to mold a real strong,
competitive team .’’

Three of those players, Ellen Bugalski, Kelly Strand and Carol
Tschasar, formed the core of the highly-competitive 1984 and 1985
squads. At the same time those teams were flirting with the nation’s
No. 1 ranking, W ilton’s recruiting efforts were faltering because of
the lack of scholarship money. When the key performers of the ’84
and ’85 teams graduated, there was no influx of top-notch players
ready to replace them.
“ I knew going into the ’86 season that it was going to be tough,’’
said Wilton. “ I could see back to ’84, we couldn’t recruit then, and
’85, we couldn’t recruit there. We lost the ability to bring people in
and put them through their apprentice training program .’’
The passage of the Athletic Referendum last year — Cal Poly stu
dents agreed to raise their quarterly fees to benefit athletics — ap
pears to have solved W ilton’s problem of financially disadvantaged
recruiting. The increase in scholarship funds means he can once
again challenge the big-money
schools for the country’s best
prep stars.
“ Now we are bringing them
back in and there will be an
uninterrupted flow,’’ he said.
“ While we were recruiting this
year we spent maybe 80 percent
of our time explaining to people
that things were cool now.’’
But Dick Montgomery, head
coach of San Jose State, said it
may take a while for the Lady
M u sta n g s
to
re g a in
th e ir
p o stu re.
Having
to
recruit
against PCAA powerhouses such
as Hawaii and Pacific, as well as
Pac-10 schools, can easily slow a
team ’s recovery.
“ We can’t afford to let our
programs drop off too much,
because when we do we don’t
automatically get them back,’’
Montgomery said. “ Cal Poly is
not a byword like it has been in
the past. It’s much more difficult
than it used to be to reestablish
that kind of feeling. A lot de
pends on recruiting. You can

''éás.

¡S'

bounce back within a year or so if
you have a good recruiting year.”
Recruiting is a difficult task
arid one Wilton does not neces
sarily enjoy. He and M on
tgomery agree that it is not
made any easier by the fickleness
of athletes.
“ I know for a fact that some
kids pick schools because they
like the color of the uniforms,”
Wilton said. ‘‘I sometimes think
kids like to go to schools with big
names. We maybe have a big
name in the volleyball world but
we d o n ’t have m ajor-league
athletics here. Personally, I think
kids are nuts not to go to this
school.”
If the fickleness holds up
Wilton may have a bumpy road
ahead. However, he has over
come adversity before. The re
cent financial troubles are just a
chapter in a dismal story of
monetary strains that stretches
back to when he first arrived.
‘‘We didn’t have money to buy
sweats or anything,” he said.
‘‘That was the case from ’78 to a
couple of years ago. I felt
athletics was notbeing address
ed the way that it should have.
This was a frustrating place to
be for a lot of coaches.”
So frustrating that Wilton did
not see himself staying in San
Luis Obispo for very long. The
Cal Poly job was to merely be a
stepping stone to bigger and
better things. But when the op
portunities to leave emerged —
Washington and Houston tried
to lure Wilton with their superior
budgets and facilities — he re
jected
them. The
decisions to
stay, though, did not come easi
ly.
‘‘I
almost left on both of
them,” said Wilton. ‘‘My mind
was telling me to go but my
heart was saying stay. That may
sound stupid or not smart but 1
know this: I don’t regret staying
at all.”
Although his relationship with
the university seems tenuous —
he signs one-year contracts every
summer — thoughts of moving
on no longer dominate his mind.
Still, he likes to keep his options
open.
‘‘I think that it’s only healthy
to at least keep my eyes on the
horizon and listen to what other
universities might have to say,”
he said. ‘‘I don’t anticipate leav
ing but I’m not going to not
listen to somebody.”
Wilton remained on the Central
Coast so he could face the
challenges head on. Challenges
form the foundation of his
coaching philosophy. Just as he
challenged himself to build a
winning program, he challenges
his players to do the same.
‘‘I see challenges as oppor
tunities to grow,” he said. ‘‘As a
coaching staff our main job is to
be challenge facilitators. We’re
h e lp in g
p e o p le
c h a l le n g e
themselves, helping them set
goals, helping them realize
goals.”
No d oubt his system of
creating challenges achieves vic
tories. Montgomery, though, said
W ilton’s philosophy also has
some negative aspects.
‘‘There are a lot of people who
think he’s too intense,” Mon
tgomery said. ‘‘They think he’s
too dem anding, requires too
much dedication to volleyball at

CAL POLY AT A GLANCE
Here Is how the Lady Mustangs line up this season.

•COACHES; Mike Wilton, head (10th year);
Craig Cummings, assistant (6th year); Tino
Reyes, assistant (1st year); Dede Bodnar,
graduate assistant (1st year).
Key: (hitting percentage, blocks per game, digs
per game, assists per game).
•STARTERS LOST: Vera Pendergast, OH
(.140, 2.0 bpg, 10.2 dpg); Carol Tschasar, MB
(.230,5.4bpg,9.9dpg).
•OTHERS LOST; Barri Johnson, OH; Kieran
O ’Leary, S.

.f

•STARTERS RETURNING: Erin Deiters,
MB, 5-10/jr. (.175, 3.9 bpg, 4.9 dpg); Michelle
Hansen, OH, 5-8/soph. (.170, 2.2 bpg, 11.5
dpg); Claudia Hemmersbach, S, 5-9/sr. (.223,
2.6 bpg, 10.4 dpg, 9.8 apg); Theresa Smith,
O H ,5 -7 /sr.(.1 5 5 ,1.4 bpg, 13.1 dpg).
•OTHERS RETURNING: Dana .Davis, OH,
58/soph. (.061,0.07 bpg, 2.3 dpg).
•NEWCOMERS; Karen Anderson, MB, 6-3/
fr.; Morgan Cecil, MB, 5-11/fr.; Kerry House,
OH, 5-8/fr.; Gretchen Mitchell, OH, 5-8/fr.;
Darci Pankhard, OH, 6-1/jr.; Lori Saling, OH,
6- 1/soph.; Jody Schaff, S, 5-1/sr.; Amy
Svikhart. OH, 5-10/fr.
•1986 RECORD: 21-16 overall, 10-8 PCAA
(6th place).
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•STRENGTHS; Depth, outside hitters.
•W EA K N ESSES:
leadership.

Inexperience,

lack

of

•P IV O T A L
PLA Y ERS:
H em m ersbach,
arguably the team’s best player, remains a
question mark because of recurring back pro
blems that hampered her last year. Advised to
keep her back in a neutral position at all
times, she can no longer roll. If she cannot
play, Wilton will have to turn House, an out
side hitter, into a setter.
No one will be able to fully replace Tschasar
in the middle. There will be pressure on
Deiters, the only experienced middle blocker,
to produce as soon as possible. Either Ander
son or Cecil will have to step in at the other
spot.
Outside hitters Michelle Hansen, a PCAA
all-freshmen team selection last year, and
Theresa Smith, last season’s team leader in
digs, may have to be the glue that holds the
squad together.
•POSSIBLE SURPRISES: Svikhart has the
potential to make a significant impact as a
freshman. Wilton sees as a future team leader.
the expense of a lot of other
things, that he’s too narrowfocused, wants success too much
and sometimes asks people to
give too much. I think its fair for
me to make that criticism of
Mike because I can make that
same criticism of myself.”
Said P uritz: ‘‘I know he
(Wilton) runs things on a pretty
straight arrow and that he’s
pretty strict. But when you’re
deciding where you want to play
you should know which coach
has which qualities. Either you
buy into the system or you get
out of it.”
Wilton said he is not much dif
ferent from other coaches.
‘‘Sure I may look a little bit in
tense when the season is on and
people may say I take it too per
sonally,” he said. ‘‘But by golly,
if there isn’t a coach who doesn’t
take it personally they ought to
get their buns out o f the

By golly, if there isn’t
a coach who doesn’t
take it personally they
ought to get their buns
out of the business’
— Mike Wilton

'<^!V
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Claudia Hammarabach (laft) and Erin Daitars

business. 1 want my teams to not
be pleased with a sub-par per
formance. 1 want to let that
bother them because we put so
much into it.”
Wilton said his patience and
understanding are not quite at
the level he feels they should be.
Those qualities can b« developed,
he said, by improving com
munication with his players.
‘‘I personally have a lot of
room for improvement,” he said.
‘‘I know that 1 lose my temper
sometimes. I don’t like to do
that, but I do think there can
really be a time and place for a
little fire and brimstone.”
His methods may not always
endear him to his players, but
that does not mean he does not
care for his Lady Mustangs. One
of his major goals is to have all
his players leave after four years,
having improved in every facet
of life: athletically, socially and
academically. He wants them to
leave thinking that they would
not trade the experience for any
thing and that their time was
well-spent.
This year’s Lady M ustangs
certainly will have their time
well-spent trying to return Cal
Poly to the upper echelon of col
lege volleyball. To Wilton, it is
like a fresh beginning, as if the
program has gone through a
complete cycle and is starting all
over again. Although he is will
ing to look at the past, he is not
so willing to predict the future.
‘‘All we ask is for people to
stay focused in the present and
to do their best,” he said.
‘‘That’s what we’re all about.”

PCAA FORECAST
The following is the piedicted order of finish in the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association, as voted on by the conference’s
head coaches. Each team ’s 1986 conference record and finish are
in parentheses.
1. (tie) Pacific (17-1, Isl) — All six starters return for the Tigers,
national champions the past two years. Elaina Oden, PCAA
co-player of the year in 1986, had off-season knee surgery and is
questionable.
1. (tie) Hawaii (15-3, 2nd) — The Rainbow Wahines also return all
six starters, along with highly-regarded Teee Williams, an aca
demic casualty last year.
3. San Diego State (11-7, 5th) — Kris Morton, a 6-4 middle
blocker, anchors a young Aztec squad.
4. UC Santa Barbara (12-6, 4th) — The Gauchos’ 1987 recruiting
class ranks among the nation’s top five. But two newcomers,
Nora and Maria Reyes, are academically ineligible this year.
5. San Jose State (13-5, 3rd) — Although the Spartans have lost
1986 PCAA co-player of the year Lisa Ice, they have made
radical changes in their system to compensate. Blocking leader
Barbara Higgins returns for her final season.
6. Cal Stale Long Beach (6-12, 7lh) — Tara Cross, an all-America
last year as a freshman, leads the 49ers.
7. Cal Poly (10-8,6th)
8. Fresno State (4-14, 8th) — The youthful Bulldogs feature a
balanced attack directed by setter Traci Sliester.
9. Cal Slate Fullerton (1-17, 9th) — The Titans have brought in
several newcomers to com plem ent outside hitter Alisa
DeNapoli.
10. UC Irvine (1-17, 9th) — Middle blocker Kris Roberts will be
the center of the Anteaters’ offense.
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DARYL SHOPTAUQH/Mustang Dally

.anie H ill
The University Union, named for Cal
coking for a quiet place to study be
tween classes or to unwind and play Poly’s president from 1933 to 1966, open
pool with some buddies? Maybe you ed its doors in March 1971. Comprised of
earned the first of many As on a two floors, the bookstore and two plazas,
test and want to celebrate by catchingthea UU has more than 120,000 square feet
movie or escaping for the weekend. The of space.
Starting on the upper level, the Univer
answer to all these dilemmas is the Julian
A. McPhee University Union, which offers sity Galerie presents modern, historical
and educational art exhibits during the
all kinds of services for Cal Poly students.

/

year at no charge. There are approximate 300-plus student organizations. The staff
ly five to seven art shows annually, often works with student government. Poly
presenting student work. Before each new Royal, Week of Welcome and a multitude
exhibit there is a special opening reception of special interest clubs.
Lights ... camera ... popcorn! Top movies
with the artists.
Are you looking for ways to get involved come to Chumash A uditorium every
in campus activities? The Activities Plan Wednesday, Friday and Saturday nights.
ning Center is the place to start. The The fall movie schedule is available at the
continued on page 44
center assists in the advising of Cal Poly’s

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

D .K /s WEST INDIES BAR

Open from
4pm until late

Dancing nightly with no cover charge
except for iive music.

Featuring inexpensive Carribean
and West African dishes
aiong with great saiads
and sandwiches.

Live music on Wednesday nights
Usually Reggae

'Happy Hour everyday
From 4pm to 6pm

D.K.S
W. I. B A R
Limbo contest
every Tuesday with
weekly prizes.
The top November
finalists win a
Jamaican Holiday
for two.

Ì

m
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Dick Kelsey
Proprietor
D.K/s West Indies Bar
1121 Broad St.
San Luis Obispo^
California 93401
(805) 543-0223
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continued fro m page 25
A ssistance C enter, Placem ent
Center and the Test Office all aid
th e
s tu d e n t
by
p ro v id in g
workshops related to improving
study habits, finding employ
ment, and making sure incoming
students pass college entrance
requirements.
Whether group or individual
counsling is desired, confiden
tiality is protected. The Counsel
ing Center provides guidance for
those having problems dealing
with their new environment or
with relationships.
“ We help resolve conflicting
issues in which the students find
th e m s e lv e s ,”
say s
K e rry
Yamada, director of counseling
services. “ If we can’t affect the
climate to aid the students’ pro
ductivity, then we’ll make the
climate. Our objective is to help
maintain a student’s status in
the university.’’
But the majority of students
who receive counseling are not
poor students, says Yamada.
Many of the accomplished stu
dents seek aid from the Counsel
ing Center. Approximately one
out of five students will venture
to Jespersen Hall for counseling
at one time or another.
“ Occasionally we get a student
who is very d isturbed, but
they’re not the bulk of our ser

vice,’’ says Yamada.
Career planning is also provid
ed through the counseling ser
vice. Students have access to
com puterized info rm atio n on
career opportunities within a
m ajor, listings of accredited
graduate programs and planning
of individual curriculum to satis
fy students’ career choices.
Professionalism has slowly
crept into the counseling services
as well.
“ We’ve come from a helping
hand to a more professional
group,’’ says Yamada.
He finds that more students
are into individual counseling
rather than group counseling,
which was popular in the 1970s.
Differences between semester
and quarter systems are hard to
get used to for some students.
This often reflects on report
c a rd s .
S tre s s ,
poor
tim e
management and procrastination
are some of the problems dealt
with at the Learning Assistance
Center in Chase Hall, across from
the football stadium.
W orkshops titled “ How to
Keep Q uality In My Study
H abits,’’ “ Skills to Reduce Your
Textbook Reading Time’’ and
“ Speed Reading’’ are offered.
T utorial services, note-taking
techniques and methods of deal

ing with test anxiety are also of nation. This statistic includes
students who work part time and
fered throughout the school year.
If you need a job, the Place full time, plus those who went on
ment Center can help. Available to a master’s program.
to students are em ploym ent
“ We d o n ’t have to sell
listings for part-time and full ourselves, the reputation of Cal
time jobs, and a listing of cam-, Poly says it all,’’ Archambeault
pus interviews through the on- says.
campus recruitment program.
The Placement Center also
Students sign up for an orien prepares “ mo c k ” interview s,
tation before participating in the which are videotaped. Students
interviewing program and bid for use the simulated interview to
interviewing time slots. Space is establish an effective interview
limited since the program is in ing technique and refine their
high demand for graduating stu weaker points.
“ It helps to get your foot in
dents.
the
door as to what interviewing
“ Anywhere between 500 and
600 companies participate in the is all about,’’ says Archambeult
on-cam pus • recruitm ent
p ro  on the positive aspects of
videotaping.
gram,”
says
Karen
Ar chambeault, coordinator for onOn the first floor of the Uni
campus recruiting. “ Nearly 2,000 versity Union, a career informa
seniors register for the orienta
tion workshop on the process of
interviewing.’’
She says that companies seek
out Cal Poly students for inter
views.
“ They come to us, we don’t go
to them ,’’ she says. “ Cal Poly’s
reputation is the main reason
t h a t has ma d e o n - c a mp u s
recruiting a success.’’
A success it is. Approximately
a
97 percent of the students who
participate in the program find
themselves employed after grad-

tion board which “ keeps stu
dents semi-informed’’ on campus
interviews and job openings pro
vides students with a continuous
flow of information. The Place
ment Center is responsible for
the information board.
Another student service is the
testing office which provides
students with testing dates for
th e
ELM
(Entry
Le v e l
Mathematics),
MAPE
(Mathematics Placement Exam
ination) and
E PT
(English
Placem ent T est). G raduating
students who would like infor
mation on the GMAT (Graduate
M anagem ent A dm ission Test)
and LSAT (Law School Admis
sion Test) will find the data
available at the testing office in
Jespersen Hall.

NOW
RENTING

We h a ve lim ite d n u m b e r o f
1 s t 2 b e d ro o m a p a r tm e n ts s till
a v a ila b le fo r th e 8 7'~88' sc h o o l y e a r.
F e a tu r in g :
★ Quiet, relaxing atmosphere
★ Ali apartments comfortabiy furnished
ir Low utiiities

‘We help resolve conflicting issues
in which the students find
themselves. I f we can’t affect the
climate to aid the students'
productivity, then we’ll
make the climate. ’
— Kerry Yamada

★ 10 minute walk to cam pus
★ Heated Swimming Pool
★ Barbeque & Recreation faciiities
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C a ll o r C o m e b y T o d a y

1262 Murray Ave.
San Luis Obispo, CA.
(805) 541-3 8 5 6
8-12:00 & 1-5:00 Mon.-Fri.
9-12:00 Sat.

Í

T
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BRAND

BEAT THE HEAT
with

Lunch on the Patio
At 1865 Restaurant

^

Tues Thru Fri
11:00 to 2:30
Featuring: Salad bar Extraordinäre,
Daily Chef Specials,
Burgers, and More!
$5.00 pitchers of
Gold Margaritas
ANYTIME!

'

-

WELCOME BACK TO
SAN LUIS OBISPO AND
CATTANEO BROS.

NIGHTLY DINNER SPECIALS
Featuring:

FINE QUALITY

Fresh Seafood Entrees like
Stuffed Trout Almondine
Scallops Au' frontage'

B eef J e r k y
S m o k e d B eef S tic k s
P o r tu g u e s e L in g u ic a
S w iss S c a is a g e
I ta lia n S a u s a g e

Home of the Finest Prime Rib
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Wednesday-Saturday
^» »• *
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FOR

the original Family Haircutters*

STUDENT DISCOUNTS DAILY
10% OFF

HAIRCUTS

Reg. $10.00 inci FREE
shampoo & blowdry

PERMS

Starting at

$24.95

COLORS

starting at

$15.00

With this coupon SAVE
an additionai $2.00
546-8696
1115 Santa Rosa

No appointm ents N ecessary

O -S !«/•

OPEN 7 DAYS
not valid w/other coupons
1115 Santa Rosa at Higuera
IDliHllllllliaW IIWniiaillllMIIIMOWIIIIIIIIIIOMIIimiHiailllHIHIIIDHt

THE SERIOUS.

THE DEDICATED
I THE

THE PROGRAMS

•Total 8000 sq. ft. facility
•2000 sq. ft. aerobic room
with wood base floor to
protect against injuries
•Ladles' and men’s locker
and shower facilities
•Nautilus, World Class,
Universal Equipment along
with plenty of "Free
Weight"
•Com puterized Lifecycle
(minimal fee)
•AM /PM childcare
•Smoothie Bar

•3 progressive levels of
aerobic exercise classes
•Personalized programs to
suit every body type at no ;
extra charge
•6 varieties of aerobic for' mants to challenge ail fitness
levels
•Staff of 15 trained instructors
to help answer ail your ques
tions
•Non-impact aerobics for
beginners & advanced
students

'i

FACILITIES \

i* • («

O NErS GYM MFITNESS^CEMTER
3546 8o^HI(Hiera;SiAVPhone 541-5160
LoctrilyOwnedand Operaled for 7 Years
Com plete
windsurfing
surfing
watersides
skateboards
surf clothes

N O W ACCEPTING RESERVATIONS
For the '87 - '88 School Year

20 years shaping experience.

SPECIALIZING IN CUSTOM
SaiLand Surfboards
133 E. Branch St.
Arroyo G ra n d e

Two Story Townhouse Apartments
•
•
•
•

3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 bathrooms
Completely furnished
Easy walking distance from Poly
One block from two shopping centers

G a te w a y to Lopez Lake

* ’

• Private
• Universal Weights
• Exercise Bikes
☆ S W IM M IN G P O O L

KAYfiW
C O t f O t A f l O K

PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLES

i J jW f

AATARI*

J^(

• SALES
• SUPPORT
• SERVICE

☆ A E R O B IC S

\

'
V

• Private Room
• Free Classes
Y
i]

'7

805/489-8788

SMALL BUSINESS
and
HOME COMPUTERS

Special Fitness Features!
☆ FITNESS CENTER

^

489-8788

Jerry Grantham
Natalie Grantham

^

☆ SPORTS ACTIVITIES
• Tennis
• Basketball

FULL SOFTWARE SUPPORT
P C aO N EK ITS
COMPLETE LINE OF ACCESSORIES

544-8347

' !i 1
■^ I # y

i -

973 FOOTHILL BLVD. *4
\

SAN LWS OBISPO, CA m O V
(NtXT TO BUmCR KINO)

'
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Grub, grub and more grub
a menu o f restaurants

Sam O

..®.f^^^
"or In d e n ts in the re^kknce hails who are tired o f dorm fo o d , or anyone ebe who ju st ate h b
iaid box o f macaroni and cheese, t h e r e n o need to fear. One thing San L u b Obbpo does not
dhcmasHortage o f is restauranb.
H e m fm t- J o o d to gourmet, there’s everything here to f i t any taste or budget, and the
guide should help you pick the right restaurant to satisfy your hunger,
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19OU)s Street aiid
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Marsh Srxeet in a refurbished
Victorian house with candlelight
dining atid seafood specialties.
Everything is prepared fresh daily^ If you find seafood kind of
• fishy, they offer chicken and
steak. Dinners run $9 to $15.
*F. McLintocks Saloon and
Dining House on Mattie Road in
Shdl Beach offers delicious and
generous portions o f steak, ribs
i and seafood. Prices range from

Hie Street Inh o fí^ s ali;
very romantic atmospheie to set the
moc^ with that special
someone (1:»’somethjng?). It*s
cozy and relaxed, with live music
and specialties such as fondue,
seafood and chicken for $9 to
$10. Located under the Network
on Higuera Street.
•1'he Custom Htnise, located
across the street from Ávila

Bmch, has a heated outdoor
patk) and offers steaks, fresh fish
and ribs for around SIO. T h ar
fried artichokes are out o f this
world. Be prepared to wait a
while for Sunday brunch.
Breakfast runs $5 to $7.
•Brubeck’s is Califoria-style
eating at its best. Come check
out the yuppies at this Higuera
Street location: they feature
hpuse specialties such as buffalo

.

*

‘■■‘ -■“ ■’•í'É v

.+■.

M í'’ '1

wings, grilled oysters, sauteed
brie and more, for around 56 to
$10. Brubeck’s also features live
jazz.
•The A^em bly Line features a
salad bar with over 70 items
($6.50), gigantic stuffed potatoes,
homemade soups and breads,
steak, fish and chicken entrees,
with the average dinner costing
$11. The place is at 970 Higuera,
near Woodstock’s.

Low Budget

I ':

ily-Ti

$ 11.95 to $29.95, with the
average dinner around $16. If
you don’t leave there full, you
ought to see a doctor.
•The Sea Venture offers casual
elegance on the beach at Pismo.
Spectacular rooftop dining with
fresh seafood and chedee beef for
about $16. Open daily for
breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Sundays they offer an incredible
buffet champagne brunch.

If Yau Just 6ot Paid

^:<m:

m «r®-ill

;5i|ñüW«6BS!'í.

•Chocolate Soup serves
gourmet dinner specialties,
homemade soups, hearty special
ty sandwiches and vegetarian
fare. Check out their breakfast
buffet ($6.95) and Chocolate
Soup dessert treat. They’re at
980 Morro Street. Dinners arc $5
to $7.
•H ofbrau Dcr Albatross on
Embarcadero in M orro Bay is
popular with Cal Poly students
because o f its good, hearty grub,
pitchers of beer and great view.
It’s well worUi the drive. Prices
range from $4 to $7.
•C alifornia Pasta Facttny
features freshly-made pastas and
sauces at their pasta bm ; also,
sp ed d ty dinners from
to $8,
Open daily fo r lunch and dinner
and weekends for brunch.
Overlooking the creek at 1040
Broad Street.

$rott want to ea t out but
They’re located downtown at
la s t food is just not your
1017 Monterey Street, and they
style? No problem; there
deliver. Dinners run from $4 to
$ 6.
i^re plenty o f titex•M ichael's Delicatessen and
e irestaurants iii town.
Delgado*s Mexican ResRestaurant at 785 Higuera in
U uraut and Cantina, located
downtown San Luts Obispo is a
New
York-style deli, featuring 52
close to Cal Poly at 1601
■‘f
^varieties o f sandwiches, costing
hiontercy Street, offers tradi«
$3 to 16. They also offer great.
Upitil Mexican specialties in an /
foimiit atmosphere. Prices
I6^pia»iv« breakfasts, ranging
sfïolll $5 to $6 for the
ym-h ütr^'^^ke’s Pkoe, the legendary
jÿ in U ag iDd eating establish■;
on Higuera
t;
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and
feat 1136
Cafin^i !t has the
i in town.
T liÉ ^||Í|i|ls small but
t h e b m p i g e t up to
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cheesdbÎMiers are
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•San |,uis Obispo
h ai just about every
fast food restaurant
kiiowii to m an (except
for Wimdy’s and Jack
in the Box). So
whether you get the
craiiÉ ttlor a Big Mac
for h « i ^ or a Taco
Beil Grande at midM g ^ W U have no
troiÉ te aitfisfying
food craving.
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SHIRLEY THOMPSON/MuBtang Dally

Health Center director Dr. James Nash

FulfillYour

Basic Needs.
Chintz Floor Pillows. Add a
soft touch with these 27"
pillows Eight vibrant
colors. Ik'g. $17.99

hy would a doctor who has spent years in medical school
want to practice medicine at the Health Center instead of at
a hospital or in private practice?
Cal Poly Health Center director Dr. James Nash said the center is
actually a popular place to practice medicine and that there is a very
low turnover rate.
“ We give up some income,” Nash says, “ but it’s not a bad deal.
There is no night call, no weekend call, and we don’t have to go out
with the ambulance people and help them scrape people off the
ro ad .”
Nash also says that doctors like the patients here.
“ They are intelligent, they ask good questions and demand to
know what’s going on. It keeps the doctors on their toes.”
Cal Poly patients also tend to be more cooperative than patients
in private practice, he says. Usually the doctors have been in private
practice for a few years before coming to the Health Center. Nash
says they enjoy being away from hospital regulations and hours.
The Health Center had about 38,000 visits from students last
year, with between 150 and 200 students visiting per day. Many
students buy health cards for free and minimal-cost health services.
The Health Center lowered the price of the cards from $65 to $20
after last year’s closing of the 24-hour infirmary. Nash says the in
firmary was closed because it wasn’t used adequately enough to
justify the cost of the 24-hour staff. It is California State University
policy to charge only $20 per year if a 24-hour infirmary service is
not offered.
The services available with the card are: $20 community
emergency-room care subsidy after hours, optometry, physical
therapy, pharmacy, podiatry, loan of crutches or canes, orthopedic
appliances, ambulance transport (partial payment), required
physicals, allergy and other immunizations, educational oral health
programs, health risk appraisal and wellness physicals.
All students, with or without a health card, are entitled to free
basic outpatient medical services, including physician and nursing
services, routine tests and x-rays, special clinics, mental health ser
vices, required immunizations and health education programs.
The Health Center also offers student insurance at a reasonable
rate. The plan isn’t as comprehensive as plans purchased through
regular insurance companies, but students are less likely to have
health problems that would require a comprehensive plan.
Created during World War II, the Health Center started as a
Navy infirmary in small huts. There was a naval training program
in San Luis Obispo, and local physicians would come in to volunteer.
Nash says that in 1951 Dean Lovett became the first Health
Center director; he built an infirmary and part of the present Health
Center. Lovett was followed by Billy Mounts in 1963. In 1977
Nash became director, and he says he plans to stay for a while.
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Q ANT SNOiRT OR

Solid Pine Bookshelf. Where to ston.' all
\o u r worklK possessions. 3fr”x 27',:z”x 12”
Rexi $49.99

Milano Lamp. This adjustable, metal reading lamp is available
in red. white, blue and \ellow. Reg $29.99

• WONINS
Futon Red. naw . khaki, grey and black
Single, Reg Ì99.99.
a x ib lc . Reg. $129.99
Our solid pine futon trame will lend
support. Sin0c. Reg $159.99
Double. Reg. $199.99
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• VOUtYS

It's called the Papasan.
R eg 5 1 2 9 9 9

• RMLKINO
• TRUNKS
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848 MONTERY ST.
SAN LUIS OBISPO
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lOONDOGGIES BEACH CLUB
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Balancing a
tilted grade
rades ... No matter what, students
C#will always have complaints about
^ them.
A lot of professors aren’t thrilled
about giving them. Some even decry —
in front of their classes — Cal Poly’s
grading system, which doesn’t make
finer distinctions in performance by us
ing pluses and minuses.
Some even feel the conversion to a
plus/minus grading system would bring
about more accurate grading and, as a
result, lessen the number of complaints
students have about grades they’ve
received.
Just short of going to court, there is
an appeals body at Cal Poly that hears
grade disputes between students and
professors.
The board, adopted in 1969, acts a lit
tle bit like a jury. It hears both
con tin u ed on p a g e 3 7
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OPEN
HOUSE
Sat. and Sun. from 12:00-4:00
FOR DETAILS CALL:

1239 Foothm Blvd

541-5000
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Big Boy
Hannburger
(thewofks)

★ O # <D

French Fries
Chilled Lettuce
Salad
Silver G oblet Shoke
(txjck by popJor demond)

*0#0*<>*
$3.50
served anytime

1443 Calle Joaquin
Huy 101 at Los Osos VateyRd.
SLO • 543-6357

Baywood Cyclery
offers
15% off to first time
customers
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Lu n d berg
& Co m pan y
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Commercial and Investment Real Estate
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ □
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Stop off on your way to Montana De Oro
Hours: M-F 10-6
Sat. 9-5:30
Sun. closed

2179 10th St. Los Osos
528-5115
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STREET
2 FREE DRINKS
W/ANY SIZE SANDWICH

2 2 d i f f e r e n t k in d s o f

541-0955

EXP 9-24-87

s a n d w ic h e s ...
IC E

50<t OFF

CREAM

ors^n rMnosoo

Sundae or Shake

541-0955

EXP 9-27-87

II

" “ 1

NOW SERVING:
cones
shakes
sundaes

506OFF

ANY SIZE SANDWICH
541-0955

EXP 9-27-87

________ Buy A Sandwich
ICE

WE DELIVER

C R E A M ^ 0 0 f A B U D 'S

Ice Cream Cone For 50^
I C E

1060 Osos St
541-0955

C R E A M

OFS^n FWMCISGO

541-0955

(ACROSS FROM WOODSTOCK'S)

EXP 9-27-87

10 Delicious Toppings
to Choose From:
ARTICHOKES
MUSHROOMS
OLIVES
ONIONS
BELL PEPPERS

ITALIAN HAM
LINGUICA
PEPPERONI
PINEAPPLE
SAUSAGE

E

5 4 9 -9 3 9 2
PIZZA & HOT ITALIAN SANDWICHES
*
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HOURS: TUE-TH 1 2 -9 ; FRI-SAT 1 2 -1 0 ; SUN 4 - 9
2 3 1 8 BR O A D STREET, SAN LUIS O B ISP O

MENTION THIS AD AND GET $1.00 OFF ANY PIZZA
Expires Sept. 30,1987
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NOW LEASING
FOR FA LL
• 2 6drm. Fum Student Apts
• Cable TV, Water Trash Paid

Sr

544-4270 «,S,„

AN END
TO THE

SHIRLEY THOMPSON/Mustang Dally

HOUSING CRUNCH
is a story sometimes heard around campus about
M
student housing being so bad 15 years ago that two Cal
Poly students had to live in a cave near Avila Beach.
Of course it may only be a rumor, but there were actual in
stances where students lived in their cars while waiting for
available housing after the school year began.
Nowadays, students living in caves and sleeping in cars are
probably just part of a science experiment. Student housing in
San Luis Obispo has increased to the point that it has become a
buyer’s market.
No longer do students have to worry about securing a place to
live for the following year before going home for summer break.
Finding a home with terms favorable to students can be done,
even after the first day of fall classes.
San
Luis Obispo has a growth-management
plan
continued on page 36

Michael Robles
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continued fro m page 35
limiting city growth to 2 percent
per year; this plan does not ex
empt student housing. This can
not explain why student housing
has increased. What, in fact, has
made it easier for students to
find a place to live?
Reflection of the economy
Bob Bostrom, Cal Poly’s direc
tor of housing, said the rate of
construction reflects the nation’s
economy.
‘‘In the early 1980s, before
Reagan got inflation under con
trol, there was high inflation and
high interest rates, and con
struction went down across the
nation,” he said.
When interest rates were as
high as 21 percent, he said, in
vestors and builders put their

6 1

1

Mustang Daily

plans on hold. But when the
rates dipped to about 7 percent
and inflation evened off, those
people changed their m inds,
Bostrom said.
Some of them asked their local
planning departments, ‘‘Do you
need more student housing?”
They were told yes.
Bostrom said a lack of market
research and
com m unication
among the builders themselves
led to an overabundance of stu
dent housing. He projected a
vacancy rate of over 7 percent
this year, in contrast to 1Vi per
cent as recently as six years ago,
during a housing crunch.
Today, he said, it is not
unusual to see student complexes
advertising for tenants, whereas
in past years those places could
be filled by the beginning of
summer simply by relying on
word of mouth. He said it used to
be common for complexes to

m aintain constant occupancy;
realtors never had to advertise
their vacancies.
More control for students
Bostrom said students have
more control over renting situa
tions. In the past, they had a
hard time turning down potential
housing
because
there
was
always someone behind them
waiting to take their place.
Despite the change in times, he
said, some students who were
around during the tight housing
situation are still afraid to shop
around and find the right place
for them.
Does the new housing glut
mean lower rents for students?
So far, said Bostrom, it has not.
It has, however, resulted in a
slower rate of increase for prices.
Gwen Powell of the city’s
Hum an Relations Com mission
said students have benefited in
more ways than the slower rate
of increase.

Ft-r.

BROAD

‘‘Some landlords are going to
nine-month contracts they never
would have offered in the past,”
she said.
Powell said 12-month contracts
obligate students to rent places
they do not use during the sum
mer.

Furnished or Unfurnished
2 Bedroom apartments.

Recreation /T.V. Room
Private Study Room
Free Parking
l aundry Facility

For Information Call:
(Office open Daily

Buy 1 soft frozen
yogurt get a second
of equal size FREE

Lppply
For a ll y o u r
a t h le t ic n e e d s

H e re are ju s t
a few reasons
w h y m o re a n d
m o re s tu d e n ts
a re c o m in g to
D o c to rs M e d S to p
for im m ediate m e d ic a l
ca re . F irst, th e c o s t
IS far le s s th a n a visit
to the e m e rg e n c y ro o m
N o a p p o in tm e n t is
e ver n ece ssa ry. A n d
th e re ’s a lw a y s a
d o c t o r o n duty to
insure p ro m p t h ig h q u a lity m e d ic a l
c a re fo r a ll y o u r
h e a lth c a re
needs

Offer Expires 10/1/87

Country Culture Yogurt
746 Higuera St., S.L.O.
Downtown in the Mission Mall
(By the creek)

ij

Powell said despite the favor
able market for the students,
some are not aware of its advan
tages.
‘‘We are still dealing with peo
ple who are first-time renters
who are naive to what some of
the things are that they can ex
pect or what they can demand,”
she said. ‘‘We would expect a
lessening o f (tenant-landlord)
problems. Unfortunately, I can’t
say that the tenant-landlord )
problem s
have
n ecessa rily
diminished as a result of the in f
creased housing opportunities.”
What is the long-term outlook?
Will students ever again have to 1
sleep in their cars? Glenn Matteso n ,
San L uis O b isp o ’s
associate city planner, said the
current situation may change.
‘‘The student housing situation
seems to go in cycles,” he said.
‘‘There are times when student
housing is perceived as a real
problem and there are times
when it doesn’t seem to be high
on anybody’s list of concerns.”
Diminishing land
In fact, said Matteson, there
has been a recent decline in con
struction, mainly because the
availablity of land around cam
pus has diminished. There is
another reason.
‘‘It appears that there are a
number of potential developers of
housing and they work pretty
much independently,” Matteson
said. ‘‘They perceive at a certain
time there is a great demand for
housing, general or for a par' ticular segment of the popula
tion. They all tend to gravitate
towards providing that type of
housing and then there’s a
surplus for a few years.”
Matteson said vacancy rates
go up as a result, and the build
ing of a particular type o f resi
dence may cease. He said the
shortage of land around campus
decreases the possibility o f any
other large student complexes
being built nearby.
If Cal Poly’s enrollment rises,
the housing glut may be affected,
but large-scale growth for the
school in the immediate future is
not likely. Also, some current
student housing may someday be
used to accommodate other peo
ple besides students. Tropicana
Village, formerly student apart
ments, recently converted to
se n io r -citiz en
h o u sin g
and
changed it’s name to Centerpointe.
Responsible renters

m edQ

sto p

M adonna Rd Pla^a, San Luis Obispo. Suite B
Open 8 anrvl 0 pm every day
including w eekends and holidays.

o p e n Mon. —Sat. 11am—10pm
Sunday 12 n oon —5pm

5 4 9 -8 8 8 0

.

..

•• “ ‘

MU'

nun5

879 H iguera
San Luis O bispo
5 4 3 -7 5 2 7

544-2176
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Student complexes have also
made other concessions, such as
adding amenities to their units in
hopes o f attracting renters.
Powell said students are being
offered features such as one
rent-free month and remodeled
apartments.
‘‘Overall, students get lower
rents and better accommoda
tions,” she said.

N ew location
in the old
Korb’s building

A P P L IC A T IO N S N O W B EIN G A C C E P T E D
Discounts given to those who appl\^ in groups o f 3 or 4

i’

Added amenities

TEAM UNIFORMS
FOR ALL SPORTS
NFL, NBA & MLB
FANWEAR

Free Utilities

•
-

— Gwen Powell

lB|i-----■ iHG

9 or 10 month lease

Heated Puoi
Weight Room
Tennis Court
Kasketball ( ’ourl

‘We are still dealing with
people who are first-time
renters who are naive to
what some o f the things
are that they can expect
or what they can demand'
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Despite the buyer’s market
that has emerged over the past
few years, both Bostrom and
Powell agreed that students need
to be responsible renters. Both
said students still need to make
sure they are getting the best
and fairest deal they can. Nevertheless, Bostrom said the situa
tion is still an ideal one.
‘T m delighted for the stu
dents,” he said.

;
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continued fro m page 33
sides of an academically related case and
makes a recommendation to Cal Poly’s
vice president, who has the final say-so on
grade changes.
“ The Fairness Board ideally gives stu
dents a chance to fight back,” says Steve
Blair, a student senator. “ It gives stu
dents a forum for what they consider un
fair grading.”
The first reaction a student should have
when he feels wronged by a grade is to see
the professor. If the student still isn’t
satisfied after trying to straighten things
out with the professor, a visit to the pro
fessor’s department head is a good next
move. And if the result is still dissatisfac
tion, it’s time for a trip to the Fairness
Board.
Carl Wallace, associate dean of student
affairs, says, “ I really encourage students
who feel strongly about a dispute to pur
sue it until they feel satisfied. You won’t
always be successful, but at least do all
you can to resolve it.”
Students should appeal to the board
within one quarter, since instructors are
only required to keep their grading records
that long. However, the board will accept
complaints after two quarters or longer if
there are special circumstances.
A letter to the Fairness Board should:
•Identify the course, section,
term and instructor.
•State the complaint and com
pensation sought.
•Indicate witnesses who may
be called.
•Include copies of all relevant
documents such as exams,
papers and statements o f sup
port made by others.

Students are also urged to see
their advisers to clarify the pro
blem because students must give
enough evidence to overcome the
board’s presumption that the in
structor’s action was correct.
F irst, the Fairness Board
reviews the student’s complaint
and decides whether or not it has
merit. If the complaint holds
water the board must request a
written response from the in
stru cto r. A hearing is then
scheduled.
But if the complaint is declared
to have no merit, the student
may file another complaint with
new evidence.
George Beardsley, chair of the
Fairness Board, says most cases
are solved before they reach this
final stage (hearing), and many
times during a hearing a resolu
tion will present itself.

;es ;

About 15 written appeals reach
the board each year, and of these
only about three to six reach a
hearing. About one to three
grades are changed each year
against the will of the instructor,
says Beardsley.

“ Each case is very different and sen
sitive and requires a great deal of con
sideration,” Beardsley says.
Yet getting a grade change if the pro
blem is not cut and dry isn’t easy.
“ The student really has to be able to
show unfairness,” said Wallace. “ It’s dif-

7 really en cou rage
stu d e n ts w h o f e e l stro n g ly
a b o u t a d isp u te to
p u rsu e it u n til th ey
f e e l sa tisfie d . Y ou won*t
a lw a y s b e su ccessfu l, b u t
a t lea st d o a ll y o u can
to reso lve it . '
— C arl W allace
ficult to get a grade changed because if,
for example, the score was added wrong it
will be resolved before it reaches a hear
ting. It must be an issue of principle (that
reaches a hearing). This is difficult to pro
ve.”
Another criticism of the board, besides
the burden of proof being on the student,
is that students are underrepresented on
the board.
Senator Blair believes that “ the faculty

AT&T IS HERE
ATTECH SYSTEMS CORPORATION has b e e n selected as o n e of AT&T's four m ajor
a cco u n ts in th e State of California. This m eans ATTECH now offers fa c to ry d irect
prices on AT&T com puters a n d other eq u ip m en t. For exam ple:

AT&T 6300 with AMDEK color monitor
AHECH SYSTEMS CORPORATION

3485 S acram ento Drive • San Luis Obispo, C A 93401 • (8 0 5 ) 5 4 1 -2 7 6 5 • 800-548-1115
Over the school year ATTECH will offer many jo b opportunities in the Central Coast area and many other parts of
the U.S. We are now Interviewing for inside and outside sales reps, a corporate pilot, ond nationwide FAX dealers.

Colorful
Casual

It has to do
w ith comfort,
an expression
of confidence
and your attitude.
*

A nything else
is just clothes.

“ It would be an unusual cir
cumstance in which 1 wouldn’t
agree with the Fairness Board,”
says Malcom Wilson, vice presi
dent o f academic affairs.

(tu-

$ 1 395

Before you buy ANY com puter, te le p h o n e , or FAX m a ch in e , c h e c k with us for our
fa c to ry d ire ct pricing.

If no agreement is reached, the
board’s recommendation is given
to the vice president of academic
a ffa irs, who has the final
authority regarding any change
of grades.

Wilson said: “ A good deal of
what the board accomplishes is
through the power of persuasion
and discussion. That’s why so <
few things ever end up on my '
desk. People do a very good job
of getting all the facts out and
getting people to come to a ra
tional agreement.”
One faculty member from each
school, one member of student
affairs and two students with no
less than junior standing make
up the board. It meets during the
academic year on student de
mand, which is about once a
week. The board usually meets
several times for each case.

would be fair and vote their conscience.
Yet I see how it could be intimidating with
only two students on the board.
“ It would be nice to have more equal
representation on committees,” he said.
“ This is developing, but slowly.”
Another major complaint about the
board is that it doesn’t meet during the
summer.
Pete Brady, who graduated in the spring
and will return to Cal Poly in the fall for
graduate school, is upset that he has to
wait until fall for his case to be heard.
“ This wait could actually prevent some
students from graduating, getting finan
cial aid, admission to another university or
even returning in fall if a student was al
ready on academic p ro b atio n ,” says
Brady. These problems don’t affect him,
but he feels it’s the principle.
The board’s chair doesn’t agree that
meeting in the summer is necessary.
“ If it was a big problem you would ex
pect a heavy load of cases in the fall, yet it
is our lightest load,” says Beardsley.
He also says there aren’t enough board
members here in the summer.
Beardsley did receive one complaint this
summer and did respond, but the student
will have to wait until fall for a hearing.

lerriflG

.. American Yoo.^
Choose from our
9 Fabulous
Frozen Yogurt Flavors
Open Till 1AM Daily
All Our Yogurt is 96.5% Fatfree <&Supplied By.

MA

HOMEY HILL
ToiuK’CHOICE7)” AWlJFoi^^
«

782 Higuera St.
San Luis Obispo

FUN FILLED TOPPINGS
(not including fresh fruit)

WITH ANY YOGURT PURCHASE
one coupon per customer please
offer valid thru Sept. 30, 1987
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B ish op
H am b u rgers

W e ’r e D e c e iv in g .

1491 M onterey
(at Califprnia)
OPEN DAILY lOam-lOpm
FRI. & SAT. til 12
"Back to the Basics"
Serving the finest Homestyle Hamburgers
Made to order, 1(X)% ground beef,
served on a fresh toasted bun with
our special dressing, lettuce & tomato
Fantastic Fries and Onion Rings
Thick "real ice cream"

FREE
Reg. Order of French Fries
with any Hamburger purchased
valid thru Sept. 30, 1987
coupon

CAR
AUDIO
CENTER
H

SO N Y.

x

/

t I Suh’s iV
; Inslallaliinis
o f (lar iialat Syslems

h

^

P IO N E e R '

W e s e r v e m u c h m o re !

^ SA NYO

Panasonic

@>FAS

uamo

* ^ C » rw in -V » q a!

B u r g e fr B a r

Serving the Central Coast Since 1978
Financing A v a ila b le
On Approved Credit

Open 6 Ddys d Week Closod Sundays
2550 M O AD ST • SAN LUIS OBISPO
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Back ToSchool Savings
/

X

14J9

Clock Radio lets you wake
ie music or an alarm and has a
battery backup

14J9

» 1 2 J 9 $1.49

Electric Pencil Sharp
ener is attractive, compact

C lassic G o o s e n e c k
Transformer Lamp with

Automatic stop

high/low switch

72000«

HARDWARE STORE

,

Pentapco

Locker Mirror

is made of
reflective plastic with adhesive
labs 6 *4 Vi in
tstb

8J)8

8'Dialt Scientific Cal
cúlalo*’ boasts^38 functions
for great versatility

fx42S

^ M E R iG IN H>4NGER INC

FREE
KEY

12" X 4’ Particle
Board Shelves

S7B823

$19.99

O N LY

O a k -F in is h D ra w e r
S tacker adds more space!
12H X 31W X 160 in.

teooi

$1.49

MOBMJTE

Vtiuelkiqhr

Bring in this
coupon for 1 FREE
single cut key
1-key per customer

174647

10 for $1.00
Plastic Hangers in your
choice of pretty colors, each
with lingerie hooks
t x x m s t

$5.99
104n. Power Strip hotds up
io6t«MHMrapiugsandhaiiha«Htn reach at a 64oot cord, m u tx

Com bination Padlock
w V ^um oer dialing, hardarvadstael shackle.
sna«

Clamp-On Lamp

OFFER EXPIRES 9/30/87

swivels
to bring the light wherever you
need It 3 V j*5 V iin
» siwe

ujKracto.
Hot Pot' heats, serves water
fast for beverages, soup Auto
temp control 5 cups Fled satos

Each

Bicycle & Storage Hanger
is heavy-duty sleel, corrosion
resistant
n»«*

extra reach 2-wire, t& ^ u g e
Brown or white

Student
Phones

uaglino’s
Mon Fhdav 8-6
86
Mon-Friday
Saturday
8-5
Sunday
9-5

6-Ft. Extension Cord for

$ 9 .^

„

543-1138
784 High St. (corner of Santa Barbara)

Basic B urner' Range.
Ad|ustable temp control with
seff-deaning element
e4is

* 6-colors
* Memory Redial
* One piece construction •
* Touch tone or Dial
* Unconditional Guarantee
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SHARtfi
C al P o ly a
a tte m p t to
In te rm in g ll
s tu d e n ts a n

• Safari Clothing
• Camping /
Hiking Gear
• Hats
• Etc.

341 Higuera
San Luis Obispo

541-8006

Photo: Karl Johnson

M - F

10 - 5:30

D O N 'T B U Y
Or a Compaq or a Kaypro, or any other computer until you check with us. we can
save you money on IBM and most brands. But, before you buy any computer, be
sure to check out Whitaker's line of IBM compatibles. Whitaker has been building
PCs ionger than Kaypro, ionger than Compaq, even longer than IBM.

XT-COMPATIBLE

envir
Ithough Cal Poly is outside the city limks, the
relationship between the
San Luis Obispo City
Council and students is impor
tant because the majority of
students live in the city and
must obey its laws.
“ T h e u n iv e rs ity
has no
a u th o rity over the students
unless they are arrested and
charged o f a c rim e ,” said
Douglas Gerard, executive dean
o f Cal Poly. “ The city must res
pond to any violations of the
laws.”
The City Council has respond
ed to a variety of issues this past
year that have had a direct effect
on students’ lives as well as the
rest of San Luis Obispo’s resi
dents.
Group housing
Students fall under the label
“ group housing,” which pertains
to any group of unrelated people
living together.
“ There is nothing illegal (about
it),” said Steve Henderson, the
city ’s assistant ad m inistrative
officer. “ It is just an alternative
lifestyle.”
But the alternative lifestyles of
students living with an older
population has caused some pro
blems for the City Council.
“ The main problem with group
housing is compatibility between
houses,” said Mayor Ron Dunin,
“ The large amount of students
continued on page 42

AT-COMPATIBLE

10MHz

FLÒYD JONES/Mustang Ually

$799

$1299

□ [®po

□ 103]

If you've been considering an IBM PCXT, the IBM PS-2 model 50, or any
similar computer, check out the
Whitaker PC-2000. it has 640K, 2
floppy disk drives, 2 parallel printer
ports, a serial port, a battery backedup c lo c k /c a le n d a r, H e rcu le scompatible graphics, a tllt/swivel hlresolution monitor, and it ’s a high
speed turbo system, running all IBM
compatible programs much faster
than an ib m -xt.
For color monitor, a d d .............$200
For 20MB hard drive, a d d ........ $500
For 50MB hard drive, a d d ........ $400
1200 baud m odem ...................$ 99
Star NP-10 p rin te r..................... $199

VISA

MC

—

If you need the power of an 80286
based computer, you've probably con
sidered the IBM-AT, the Compaq
DeskPro and the new IBM P$-2 model
$0. NOW you can save $0% and get
even more performance with the
Whitaker AT-2000. unlike the IBM you
can choose either 5.5" or $.25" flop
pies and you have the choice of hard
drives. Our price inciudes a 1.2MB
floppy disk drive, battery backed-up
clock/calendar, Hercules-compatible
graphics card, and hi-resolution t ilt/
swivel monitor.
For color monitor, a d d ............ $200
For EGA monitor, a d d .............. $550
For 20MB hard drive, a d d ........ $575
For 40MB hard drive, a d d ........ $625
1200 12MHz mode, a d d .......... $ 7$

\
prices ana'specs, subject to change w /o notice.
SALES, SERVICE AND RENTALS OF IBM AND IBM-COMPATIBLE PCS. OUR 17th YEAR.
Summer Hours; M-F, 10 to 5:50 • Eve. & Sat. by Appointment.

Pradoltd
Cranadj Dr
TankFarmffd

UtlTCO Computers
3 5 6 3 SUELDO, SUITE B
SAN LUIS OBISPO
(8 0 5 ) 5 4 9 -0 8 1 1
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Just
to
be
on
the
safe
side
Don’t let San Luis Obispo’s rural setting lull you to sleep
—

there’s as much crime here as in the big city

^

m tudents new to San
Luis Obispo are often
stru c k
by
th e
peacefulness
of
the
rural setting. But ac
cording to Cal Poly Public Safe
ty, the campus police depart
ment, this county’s per capita
crime rate is as high as Los
Angeles’.
“ So this is not the safe, quaint
little city that everyone thinks it
is,’’ said Raymond Berrett, a
Public Safety investigations of
ficer. “ As large cities have
started fighting back against
crime, criminals have moved into
sm all towns to escape the
pressure.
“ For the most part this is a
nice place to go to school, but
that does not exempt you from
danger. If you are from a
metropolitan area and are used
to taking precautions, keep those
habits. Do not relax your guard
because of the relaxed setting.’’
Crimes on and around campus
range from petty theft to rape.
The average rate of occurence for
some offenses, such as acquain
tance rape, tends to be higher in
university towns, said Berrett.
Theft is the prevalent problem
at Cal Poly. W hile alm ost
nothing is exempt from being
stolen, some items, such as
backpacks, are stolen more often
than others.
Textbooks, calculators, keys
and wallets are some of the
things that can be replaced when
a backpack is stolen. But notes
and senior projects cannot.
“ Generally, backpack thefts
rise prior to the end of each
quarter,” said Berrett.
He said the most likely spots
for pack theft include Kennedy
Library and the Snack Bar,
where packs often are left unat
tended.
Usually the thief comes in, sits
at a table and waits for a student
to leave the pack, said Berrett.
Then the opportunistic pilferer
picks up the pack and walks out
with it. One thief allegedly stole
an estimated 30 backpacks this
way, he said. Public Safety used
a video camera to catch the
suspect.
El Corral bookstore and Vista
Grande both have cubbyholes
where backpacks can be tem
porarily stored. The potential for
backpack theft in both places is
high, although incidents at the
bookstore have been sharply
curtailed with the installation
last year of a video camera.
“ Treat your backpack as if it’s
your purse or wallet and keep it
with you at all times,” said Ber
rett. “ There is no legitimate
reason for backpack theft except
owner carelessness.”
The return of stolen property
would be assured if students
would mark the belongings with
indelible ink, he said.
“ We had one thief who had 27
calculators in his room ,” Berrett
said, “ but we were only able to
return four because the others
had no identification.”

Another favorite for thieves is
bikes. In the past year and a half,
Berret said, $34,000 in bikes
have been stolen on campus. He
said that figure represents only
about half of the actual thefts;
many go unreported.
“ We lose an average of 30 to
40 bikes per m onth,” he said.
“ For a while there were two to
three per day were being stolen.
Mountain bikes are hot items.”
Of all bikes stolen, 85 percent
were locked with a cable, Berrett
said, and three were secured with
U-style locks. However, the bikes
were not locked to anything, just
to them selves. Bolt cutters,
which are small enough to fit in a
backpack, can easily cut a chain.
A Modal Mugging participant laarna salf-dafanaa tachniquas.

Licensing is one way to
facilitate the return of a stolen
bike. Starting this year, citations
will be issued to students whose
bikes are unregistered, said Ber
rett.
Cars also fall victim to thieves,
but not always in one piece. Last
year, almost $3,000 in car parts
was stolen from Cal Poly parking
lots in a one-month period, said
Berrett. The lot m ost often
stolen from is R l, behind the
North Mountain dorms, he said.
Thieves target every part of a
car.
“ H oods,
m irrors,
driving
lamps, hubcaps — if you own a
M ustang, kiss your hubcaps
goodbye — stereos, motorcycle
sidecovers, seats on motorcycles
or mopeds, or the entire car,
motorcycle or moped have been
taken,” Berrett said. “ This is a
shopping center for thieves.
“ They smash the car window
to gain entry; they rarely pick
the lock. When a thief takes a
stereo, it’s not a neat job. They
pry the dash and the stereo is
ripped out. One student’s car
sustained more than $2,000 in
damage, not including the value
of the stolen stereo.”
Berrett said to prevent car and
parts theft students should lock
the car doors and park in well-lit
areas. If he could help it, he said,
he would not park in the Rl lot,
which is hard for officers to
patrol.
Crime in the dorms may sur
prise some students.
“ Some freshmen seem to think

th at since they
are rapidly
b e c o m in g
a c q u a in te d
w ith
everyone on their floor they don’t
have to watch their belongings,”
said Wayne Carmack,
also a
Public Safety investigations of
ficer. “ This is a false concept.
The last guy you met may be the
first guy to rip you off. The sim
ple precaution of locking the door
would prevent m ost o f the
theft.”
Berrett added that the usual
scenario for dorm theft is this: A
student wakes up, grabs a towel
and goes down the hall to take a
shower, leaving the door unlock
ed. Then a burglar goes into the
room and telephones friends in
Iran, England, San Jose or
Chicago. He may find a wallet
and remove the credit cards or
autom atic teller cards, which
usually have the secret ID
number taped on their backs, and
go down to. the bank to relieve
the victim of his money.

In an effort to educate new
students about the dangers that
exist and how to avoid them.
Public Safety holds a variety of
presentations in the residence
halls.
“ If we get a mixed group of
people together for a program,
out of every hundred you can
figure that there will be at least
three rape victims,” said Car
mack, who has been a Public
Safety officer for 13 years.
“ Sometimes when we hold one of
o u r p r e s e n ta tio n s we can
recognize the ones that have
been victimized. It’s in their ex
pression.”
Said Berrett: “ Last year in
universities across the nation, at
least 75 percent of all rape vic
tims were freshmen. Last spring
quarter we had five women at
tacked in or about the dorms.

In those incidents, he said, four
of the victims and four of the at
tackers were freshm en. One
alleged
rape happened in a dorDuring the time that a student
mroom and was committed by an
is in the shower, he may also lose
acquaintance of the victim. The
his stereo, backpack or clothes.
Someone may even set fire to th e , suspect walked into the unlocked
room and attacked the woman as
room or vandalize it.
she slept.
Dorm safety is important, but
San Luis Obispo’s rate of ac
personal safety cannot be ne
quaintance
rape is about 50 per
glected either.
cent higher than the national
“ Poly is not the Disneyland
average, said Berrett.
that many new students think it
is,” said Carmack. “ Each year
we get students fresh out of high
The Victims’ Survival Course,
started three years ago by Ber
school and away from home for
rett and Carmack, is a program
the first time, who are just not
available to those who want to
aware of the dangers that they
learn how they can defend
may face. They’ve never had to
deal with it before.”
themselves against assault.

Tips from Public Safety
•Be aware of your surroundings and who is around you.
•Call the escort van or a foot escort to take you to your car at
night.
•Once you get to your car, check the back seat and
underneath it for anyone who may be hiding there.
•Lock your dorm, apartment or house against intruders, even
when you are at home.
•Be skeptical of people who show up at your door in a
uniform. Demand official identification and do not open the
door if you are at all suspicious of them.
•Take a buddy when you have to walk anywhere at night.
•Vary your daily and weekly schedules. Anyone who may be
watching you will do so for at least a week, trying to find a
predictable pattern.
•These tips do not apply only to women. Assaults on men are
not uncommon.

“ It’s hands-on training,” said
Carmack. “ The course is geared
for women but it’s also valuable
for men because it helps educate
them to safety problems that
women must face daily.”
Model Mugging, a women’s
self-defense course, is also of
fered periodically. The 21-hour
course is designed to give women
the skills and confidence to be
able to fend off an attacker
within the first five seconds of
the assault, said Berrett.
Theft and assault are not the
only problems Public Safety en
c o u n te rs .
V io la tio n s
of
pedestrian, bike, skateboard and
parking rules are common.

DAVE DIEHLMuttang Dally

The majority of bike violations
and accidents occur in the in
tersection next to the mail kiosk,
just down the hill from the
Sandwich Plant, said Carmack.
“ Now and then we have an of
ficer sitting there for two or
three days, a couple of hours per
day,” he said. “ We have some
times nabbed 10 to 15 bikers a
day. After that they tend to be
more cautious and we can cruise
through at any time and not see
a problem .”
Carmack said new students
have a tremendous disregard for
traffic rules.
“ The thing that really gets me
is that they step right off the
curb without looking, as if they
own the street,” he said. “ You’ve
got to have a little respect for the
3,600-pound piece of metal that’s
coming at you. It’s a deadly
weapon.”
Car owners, on the other hand,
must be aware of campus park
ing rules.
There is a two-day grace period
at the beginning of each quarter
in which students without park
ing permits are not issued tick
ets, said Leroy Whitmer, assis
tant director of police and park
ing.
“ But they will be ticketed if
they park in staff or handicapped
parking spaces,” he said. “ Star
ting last spring we began putting
holds on students’ records if they
had an excessive number of
outstanding parking tic k e ts.’’
H abitual offenders will have
their vehicle towed to M artin’s
Tow Service on South Higuera
Street, Whitmer said.
A new temporary parking lot
that is being built near the beef
unit should help cut down on the
number of parking citations. The
lot will have 650 spaces. This will
make up for the 162 parking
spaces that were lost when con
s tru c tio n
on
th e
new
a g ric u ltu re -s c ie n c e
b u ild in g
began last year.
“ So for the first time in many
years there will no longer be any
legitimacy to the claim that stu
dents have no place to park,
unless every student at Poly
buys a car and parks it on cam
pus,” said Whitmer.
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The Hair Den

^

Hairstyling for Men & Women
COME SEE US!
We're located in
Foothill Plaza
779 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo

G TYM

543-1290

or
543-7871

The Mecca of BodybuildingTM

Specializing in
Perms and Color

9 MONTHS FOR $149.00
• 12,000 lbs. of free weights
•Zentec Variable Resistant (Nautilus)
•Personalized weight training
•Body fat analysis
•30 co-ed. aerobic classes weekly
•Lifecycles
•Showers & locker facilities
•Muscle dynamics (free once a week)
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^Special Rates for Cal Poly Athletes,
Greeks and On-Campus Clubs.
Inquire Within
12 HIGUERA, SLO
OPEN 8-5 MON-FRI
544-8177

3183 Duncan Ln. San Luis Obispo

542-1951

WORK ON ALL TYPES
OF CARS
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

Audio Video Concepts

"WE'RE HERE TO SERVE YOU.
PLEASE GIVE US A CALL."

CAR STEREO

-7 ^

YOU'LL FIND THE BEST IN CAR STEREO EQUIPMENT AND
INSTALLATION WITH US! THE CENTRAL COAST LEADER IS IN
SAN LUIS OBISPO, VISIT OUR CAR STEREO SPECIALITY STORE
AND HEAR THE BEST!

HIGH St. MARKET
and
BROAD St. DEL.l
Would Like to welcome Poly students to
San Luis Obispo by offering this deal

W ESTBRO O K

Show your student I.D . and receive:

FEATURING
A

NAKAMICHI
SOUNDSTREAM
ADS
PRECISION POWER
KENWOOD

CLARION
JVC
C D PLAYERS
SUBWOOFERS
ALARMS

PIONEER
ELECTRO-VOICE
INFINITY
ALTEC-LANSING

REMEMBER
1. CONVENIENT DRIVE-IN
LOCATION
3. LIFETIME WARRANTY
O N INSTALLATION

$1.00 OFF ANY LARGE SANDWICH
or
50C OFF ANY REG. SANDWICH
We also offer delicious HOMEMADE salads,
A wide variety of meats & cheeses,
A variety of cold drinks & beer.

WE NOW FEATURE
SALAD BAR (Broad St. only)
BARBEQUE for a n y o c c a s io n (High St. only)
CATERING TRAYS (Broad & High St.)

2. QUALITY INSTALLATION
AND FABRICATION

So, if you plan to eat here or take
it to go, remember, AT WESTBROOKS. . .

4. BUDGET TO EXOTIC

We J u s t d o n 't m a k e e m Baby,
We b u ild e m !

1234 B R O A D '$ T. (b e h in d R e x a lls)

5 4 3 -0 9 7 3

2 Locations:

350 High St. 541-4738
2161 D Broad St. 541-5175
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are on very good behavior, but
some create a bad image for the
rest. By the time it hits City Hall
the relationship is strained.”
Councilm em ber GlennaD eane
Dovey said, ‘‘The strain on the
relationship stems mainly from
youthful exuberance and the fact
that youth look at things dif
ferently.”
Noise ordinance
The existance of group housing
was one of the factors that led to
a noise ordinance that became
effective in March, 1985. When
the noise ordinance was in
troduced one of its more con
troversial aspects was that it
provided for the use of decibel
meters as proof of a noise vio

Mustang Daily

lation. The ordinance is violated
when noise generated by people
is clearly audible at a distance of
more than 50 feet from the pro
perty line.
‘‘Noise is a problem because
the lifestyle is different in a
group than a single family,” said
coucilm em ber Penny
Rappa.
‘‘Students, the first time away
from home, don’t realize they are
hurting their neighbors.”
The noise ordinance is enforced
after the police receive a com
plaint. A meter reading is taken
and if the ordinance has been vi
o la te d ,
p o lic e
g iv e
th e
perpetrators a warning.
‘‘Whether or not action is
taken is based on the number of
people at the function, the at
titude of people involved, and the
health and safety factor,” said
Henderson. ‘‘Large parties that
go past 10 p.m. are the primary
c o m p la in ts
by
the
p o lic e

department.’
Alcohol ordinance
The council also passed an
alcohol ordinance that went into
effect last June. It prohibits
possession of alcohol and open
n iiu iL i> a ^ oj^HcAita» iii*

iW U s lilliLîkTY
IIWUM'IOK is im o r

oownac v .w r
CÎ

containers in public places.
‘‘The alcohol ordinance arose
as a result of complaints,” said
Dunin. ‘‘It is to help the com
munity and to help alleviate a
transient problem . The same
rules apply to everyone in the ci
ty, not just students.”

Some students appealed to the
City Council to have a place
where they could assemble with
alcohol. In response, the City
Coucil voted to leave Santa Rosa
and Meadow parks open to
alcohol. If a group has an activi
ty planned, it can apply for an
alcohol permit.
‘‘The alcohol ordinance loosen
ed up after proving to be a
potential area of discord,” said
councilmember Robert Griffin.
Councilm em ber Allen Settle
said, ‘‘The ordinances have come
ab o u t by necessity because
usually students and the public
have complained and they (ordi
nances) are the city’s response.”
Improving communication
To help maintain good rela
tions between students and the
city, a task force was created at
the end of last year. The task
force allows for the mayor and
city officers to meet regularly
with students in an effort to im
prove lines of communication.
‘‘The task force was formed to
meet in a congenial manner, not
just reacting to an existing situ
ation but to improve the image of
the student within the communi
ty,” said Dunin.
ASI President Stan Van Vleck
said, ‘‘The task force is going
really well under Mayor Dunin
and it has given the students the
opportunity to have their voices
heard.”
Dunin said he hopes when the
new students come in, the task
force will be able to explain that
the city and university are work
ing on their relationship, for it is
one that is fragile and important.
‘‘We want everyone (students)
to enjoy them selves,”
said
Dunin. ‘‘But at the same time
they are our guests and hopefully
later will become good citizens of
San Luis Obispo.”

STENNER GLEN OFFERS YOU A WELL ROUNDED HOME LIFE. START WITH
FACILITIES INCLUDING A SWIMMING POOL, BASKETBALL COURT, DRY HEAT
SAUNAS. WEIGHT ROOM, COLOR TV LOUNGE. STUDY LOUNGES, DRAFTING
ROOM. PHOTOGRAPHY ROOM, COMMUNITY KITCHEN. AND MUCH MORE.

^

s

SICOND
inniE MOUND

AS YOU MAKE THE MOVE TO COLLEGE, MANY THINGS ARE GOING THROUGH
YOUR MIND; ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT OF WHICH IS SOMEWHERE TO
CALL HOME. THAT’S WHERE STENNER GLEN COMES IN. WE RUN STENNER
GLEN FOR YOU, THE COLLEGE STUDENT. TO US THE PEOPLE ARE
IMPORTANT.
FA C ILIT IES:

To help main
tain good re
lations bet
ween students
and the city,
a task force
was created at
the end of
last year

C LO T H IN Q FROM T H E
FVLST
PRCSCM T

^

Costumes for every
occassion at reasonable
prices.

F O O D S E R V IC E :

WE BELIEVE WE'HAVETHE BEST FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM AVAILABLE
FEATURING 19.14. OR 7 MEALS PER WEEK WITH 3 ENTREES AT EACH MEAL
AND UNLIMITED SECONDS. WE HAVE MONTHLY SPECIAL DINNERS AND YOUR
CHOICE OF STEAK. CHICKEN. OR SHRIMP EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT. THERE
ARE ALSO MINI-SPECIALS ALONG THE WAY TO CUT DOWN THE BOREDOM OF
EATING IN A CAFETERIA DAY IN AND DAY OUT.

Come check out our Costume Antique
Jewelery, Blazers, Trench Coats,
Vintage and Up-to-Date Apparel.
546

HIguera

St.

SLO.

543-9704

A C T IV IT IE S:

WE HAVE ACTIVITIES PROGRAMS THAT INCLUDE DANCES. BBQ’S, GUEST
SPEAKERS, HAPPY HOURS. MONTE CARLO. MOVIES BY THE POOL. TALENT
SHOW. TOURNAMENTS. AND MUCH MORE.

Q

A C C O M O D A T IO N S :

THE SUITE ARRANGEMENT AT STENNER GLEN IS DESIGNED TO GIVE YOU
PRIVACY WHILE PROVIDING A WELL FURNISHED LIVINGROOM FOR
COMFORTABLE GET-TOGETHERS. ALL ACCOMODATIONS ARE FULLY
FURNISHED. DRAPED, AND CARPETED. YOU CAN DECORATE THE ROOM TO
FIT YOUR TASTE...EVEN<MOVE IN A WATERBED IF YOU LIKE.
M ANAGEM ENT:

MOST IMPORTANTLY WE HAVE CONCERNED MANAGEMENT WHO THINK YOU ARE
IMPORTANT AND TREAT YOU AS AN ADULT. WE RUN STENNER GLEN FOR YOU
AND SOLICIT YOUR INPUTS INTO THE RUNNING OF THE COMPLEX. WE HAVE
FAITH IN OUR RESIDENTS AND THEY HAVE FAITH IN US. STENNER GLEN
IS THE KIND OF PLACE THAT WILL MAKE YOU FEEL RIGHT AT HOME.
1050 FOOTHILL BLVD., SLO
544-4540

Contemporary
Ethnic Clothing
ancJ Accessories
679 Higuera Street
San Luis Obispo
543-1147
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The F o u n d a tio n

I
1 I

.by Susan
he Foundation at Cal Poly handles a lot of money. Particularly,
Cv a lot of student money. But for an organization in which stu
dents place so much tr-ust, the Foundation and its operations are
largely hidden and misunderstood.
From the beginning, the Foundation’s intent has been to help
students. Over the years it has grown from a service organization
that helped agriculture students enterprise their projects, into a
multi-million dollar auxiliary.
It was started in 1940 as a way to help fund students so they
could learn by doing. Since the state cannot loan money to a stu
dent, an organization controlled by the university that operated as
a separate corporation was formed.
^

MEMBERSHIP DISCOUNT
Special WOW M em bership P a cka ge

S T U D I€

Y llf ) E C

10 Free Movies - a $35.00 Value!
2 Free VCR Rentals - a $20.00 Value!
with this co up on

ONLY $29.95

WELCOME "WOWIES" &
RETURNING STUDENTS

Lifetim e m e m b e rs h ip : re d u c e d rates, fre e b irth d a y m o v ie ,
s to re w id e d is c o u n ts , a n d m u c h m o re .

ik

STUDiOViDEO COUPON ♦ STUDIO ViDEO COUPON

if

our sincerest condolences to

YOUR BODY M A Y BE BACK, BUT YOU C A N KEEP YOUR M IN D O N V A C A T IO N

RENT A VC R
A N D A MOVIE
FOR $7.95*

RENT ONE
COM EDY
FOR 999*

STUDIOVIDEO EXPIRES 10/5/87 | STUDIO VIDEO EXPIRES 10/5/87

RENT A VC R
RENT
A N D A MOVIE
ONE MOVIE
FOR $7.95*
GET ONE FREE
(of Similar v alu e )
STUDIOVIDEO

EXPIRES 1 0 /5 /8 7 | STUDIO VIDEO EXPIRES 10/5/87

RENT ONE
COMEDY
FOR 990*

RENT
ONE MOVIE
GET ONE FREE
(of similar v alu e )

SnJDIO VIDEO ^ ^ I R E ^ I O ^ I ^ ^ ^ U D I O V I D E O ^ E ^ I R E ^ I O /^ J

NATURAL CONCEPT
HAIRSTYLING
Kathee Mussey
Now thru Nov. 15,
$10.00 haircuts
781 Marsh #4
San Luis Obispo
■
'm k : s a m e

544-0303
For Appointment

^

I M ARK YOUR CALENDAR! I
I W O W - Z - 9 3 N IG H T A T g
I
T O R T IL L A F L A T S
9:30 pm W ed ., S ep t. 16
Special n ig h t for all WOW
co u n selo rs and g rou p s

Clouds lead the way Into the University Union.

Q U A L IT Y C L O T H I N G
A T G R E A T P R IC E S
W e lc o m e

B ack

G a l P o ly !

746 Higuera St.#3
b

San Luis O bispa
543-3700

UU’s information desk, and stu
dent ticket prices are $1.50 a
show. Students are welcome to
join the UU Film Committee,
which m eets once a week
thoughout the year to select new
movies for the quarter. Being a
committee member gets you into
the movies free.
If you happen to miss the
movies in Chumash, Polywood is
located right around the corner,
offering rental movies at dis
count prices. It’s open until 10
p.m. Monday thru Thursday,
with extended hours on the
weekend. Special rates for your
favorite flicks are available on
the weekends.
Quiet, secluded study can be
found in the upstairs corner of
the UU in San Luis Lounge.
Relax and collect your thoughts
before your next class. After
you’ve studied, catch “ Days of
‘G e n e ra l
L iv e s ”
Hospital’’ in Bishop’s Lounge.
The room features a wide-screen
television linked to a satellite
dish, offering a variety of sports
specials, movies and
music
videos.
Moving downstairs, the UU’s
latest addition is Julian’s ice
cream and coffee shop. Scoop up
an ice cream cone full of Cal Po
ly’s home-made ice cream or try
the ever-so-popular Polywheel, an
ice cream cookie sandwich dipped
in chocolate. A wide variety of
coffees and cappuccinos are
availbale to get you started in
the morning. Cal Poly mega
muffins and bagels are also bak
ed and sold fresh every weekday.

Craving your favorite burger
at lunch time, but don’t have
time to wait in lines at the Snack
Bar? Build your favorite burger
combination at the Burger Bar,
then take it to the tables provid
ed right outside the grill.
Next door in the Game Room,
video games and pool tables are
the latest craze. Meet your group
for a quick game between classes
or in the evenings. During the
week the Game Room is open
until 10 p.m. and until 11 p.m. on
weekends.
Plan a weekend hike or get
away to a far off place with the
Escape R oute. Knowledgeable
people can help set up your trip.
The Escape Route offers lowpriced (50 cents to $30) weekend
trips sponsored by the ASI
Outings committee. Equipment
such as canoes, backpacks and
sleeping bags is also available at
low rental costs.
Students can take a different
route in the UU’s Travel Center.
The center will help plan your
trip
m o re
e ffic ie n tly
an d
economically. In addition, the
center plans tours to such
diverse places as New Zealand
and Alaska.
Each quarter break the Travel
C e n te r
s p o n s o rs
trip s
to
destiniations all over the world.
These trips often include all ac
com m odations,
tran sp o rta tio n
and insurance at budget costs,
typically ranging from $300-400.
The usual hours of operation are
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Tuesday through
Friday.
El Corral, the supply head

DARYL SHOPTAUQH/Mustang Dally

quarters for Cal Poly, was just
remodeled last spring and pro
vides all the necessary supplies
in a friendly atmosphere. Pick up
e v e ry th in g
fro m
c o m p u te r
“ hardware” to sweatshirt “ softwear.” There are many cashier
lanes available for a quick exit.
Still looking for that unique
gift and El Corral can’t tempt
you? Why not make a ceramic
vase or a silkscreen painting in
the Craft Center? Tools and
equipment are provided by the
center for the student hobbyist,
along with classes sponsored by
the ASI Craft Center committee.
Discover your hidden creative
talent for a small fee.
Next door to the Craft Center,
Second Edition provides copying
machines for fast, efficient and
affordable copies. Run off a
resume or make 100 flyers for
your club to distribute around
campus.
Last but not least, no student
union would be complete without
an inform ation/ride board or
automatic teller machine. Stu
dents can sign up to give or get a
ride, or can check the “ info”
board to find a room for rent.
The automatic teller machine,
located next to El Corral, is
always open to withdraw cash.
This Bank of America teller can
come in handy for those mid
night donut runs.
Whatever your need, check out
the University Union first ... it’s
for you!
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The co rp o ratio n exists to
manage funds for student pro
jects and loans, management,
food
services,
the
student
bookstore and university pro
jects. Each campus within the
C alifo rn ia
State
University
system has such an auxiliary to
serve the school and students.
The Foundation is a non-profit
organization in the sense that
profits don’t go to stockholders
or to the board of directors.
But where does all the money
go?

donations. It provides funds for
U niversity G raphic
Systems,
which prints Mustang Daily and
many other university and stu
dent publications. It is also
becom ing active in student
groups such as the Student
Senate, the College Union Board
and
re s id e n t-a d v is e r
gov
ernments.
It is also jointly sponsoring
many activities, including Poly
Royal, the University Union, the
Rose Float committee and voter
registration on campus.
The Foundation also helped
fund the renovation of the ice
cream parlor in the UU, and will
be involved with plans to
renovate the Burger Bar and
Mustang Lounge in the Univer
sity Union.
Amaral said the turnaround in
student relations came about
because students
were asking
them to minimize the mystery.
“ We had to become more
directly involved with student
activities,” he said. “ Never be
fore has the Foundation been in
volved to the extent that it is
now.”
Recently there was a task force
set up to find out how to improve
com m unications between stu 
dents and the Foundation.
“ It was a planned attempt to
get more involved with students,
and it has been in the best inter
est of both groups,” he said. “ We
enjoy it. The students are very
sharp, and who’s better to let us
know how to serve students than
the students themselves?”
The Foundation also employs a
lot of students. During its peak
employment period the Founda
tion can employ as many as
1,500 students.
The El C orral bookstore
employs 80 to 140 students.

and how we do it,” he said. ” It’s
a basic need for communication.”
The Foundation is planning to
set up an exhibit for new stu
dents during WOW week to let
them know about the actions of
the Foundation.
The Foundation is a business
an d th e s tu d e n ts a re the
customers. But has the Founda
tion lost sight of the reason it
was created: to assist students?
A1 Amaral, executive director
of the Foundation, said it has
not. But he added that the

‘We had to become more
directly involved with
student activities. Never
before has the Foundation
been involved to the
extent that it is now. ’
— AI Amaral,
executive director
Robert Griffin, associate to the
executive director of the Foun
dation, said that there is a lot of
m isunderstanding about where
the profits, from the Foundation’s
businesses go.
“ We haven’t done a lot to let
people know about our pricing
policies,” he said. “ W’e need to
communicate that issue more
broadly at the beginning of the
school year.”
Griffin said that first, money is
used to cover all operating costs.
Second, money is put into
reserves, where it is saved for
unexpected expenses that come
up, such as the need for a new
building or expanded food ser
vices. The rest is available to the
university, and the president of
the university decides how the
university spends it.
Griffin said there is a lack of
knowledge about what the foun
dation does and why.
“ There are new students every
quarter, and we need to broaden
the understanding of what we do.

Foundation does realize it has
lost sight of the students just a
little, although it has never com
pletely abandoned its purpose.
“ There is no question that the
sole reason for creating the
organization was to support the
education mission of the univer
sity,” he said. “ That purpose
hasn’t changed.”
He did say that communica
tion between the student body
and the Foundation must im
prove. “ We’re not doing as good
of a job as we should of inform
ing the campus of what we are,”
he said.
The Foundation has been the
silent partner in the university,
but changes are taking place.
“ This year, we are going to
provide more inform ation on
what we do, why we do it and
where the money goes,” he said.
The Foundation is self-suppor
ting, and has spent proceeds
from its operations on fund rais
ing that has earned the universi
ty more than $22 million in

Court Warren, director of the
bookstore, said that for the most
p a rt
s tu d e n ts
accept
the
bookstore and the dining areas
as a fact of life.
“ We’ve been here for years,
but students come and go,” he
said. “ We have a responsibility
to be involved with the stu
dents.”
Warren said that the bookstore
tries to accommodate the stu
dents by offering the lowest
possible prices, reducing long
lines during the busiest times
and extending hours during the
first week of classes.
D u rin g W OW w eek, the
bookstore gives away free stu
dent packets and has contests
and raffles for WOW groups
touring the bookstore.

*

The Foundation offices are
located in two trailers on space it
rents from the university. As the
Foundation continues to grow
and provide Cal Poly with stu
dent services, the need for more
space is also growing, so a new
building is being planned to
h o u se th e F o u n d a tio n a d 
ministration offices. C onstruc
tion may begin as early as next
summer.
So, new students, when you
get a bite to eat on campus or
m ak e a p u rc h a se
at
the
bookstore, you may not think
about who provides all of this or
where your dollars are going or
what they are used for. But if
you do, you can rest assured that
a great deal of it goes back into
the university.

D E L IC IO U S

H A M B U R G E R S
TO GO
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G O O D C H IL I B E A N S
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L l o y d 's

LLOYD PETTENGER PROPRIETOP

^

543-5885
Open Mon. - Wed. 9AM to 4PM
Thurs. and Fri. 9AM to 8PM
Saturday 9AM to 5 PM

1136 Carmel St. SLO

Film Developing By

kinko's

HO UR PHOTO

A

QUALITY COLOR PRINTS &
5x7 ENLARGEMENTS
in just ONE HOUR!
ir Reprints ☆ Enlargements 'R Passport Photos -tr

BO STO N
BA G EL C D .
Cream Cheese
Sandwiches
Soup/Salad
OPEN 7 DAYS
1127 BROAD STREET
San Luis Obispo
California
TELEPHONE (805) 541-5134

OPEN 7 DAYS!
Hours:
'

PAPER
...for a Good Look

Mon - Fri:
9am-6pm
Sat & Sun: 10am-5pm

Next to Speedy Burger-Near Cal Poly

2 FOR 1 PRINTS

Bring in up to two rolls of Color Print for Processing
Get a Second Set of prints FREE!
Located at the
corner of Foothill &
Santa Rosa, SLO, CA.

. . .
K inRO^S

___

HOUR PHOTO

549-8979
« « «. *s «

e »

t % s

Valid for 1-hour and
4-hour developing.
Not valid with any
other offer.
Expires 10/14/87

Michael* s
Delicatessen and Restaurant
Featuring

Lox & Bagels • Blintzes
Chopped Liver • Corned Beef
Pastrami • Egg Creams
Matzo Ball Soup

Tap the vault
for a change
Easing financial pains with a little
aid. What there is and how to get it.

Open 7 days a week
785 Higuera St
544-4040

.
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,^ X FIowers a n d Gifts
779 Higuera St.

.

$ CASH $

Worldwide Delivery
¿
'

cold, hard

Free Delivery
in San Luis Obispo
Student Discount

by C. Morris

544-3810
^

Enjoy Quiet and Privacy
at

Cd$
Deluxe one bedroom townhomes
3 blocks from campus

LEASING NOW FOR FALL QUARTER
CALL 543>2032 for more Information
OFFICE AT:
1377 STAFFORD ST #2, SLO, CA

omparing wallet thickness against all of
your Poly classmates may not be the best
way to prove that we’re all alike. But we are all
alike in one respect: We are all here getting an
education. This is made possible in part through
the efforts of the Cal Poly Financial Aid office.
The Financial Aid office was established to pro
vide every student with the financial opportunity
to pursue an education at Cal Poly. Its purpose is
to assist with educational expenses so that cost
barriers do not prevent a student from reaching
their educational goals.
Financial aid programs offered at Cal Poly are
funded and regulated through federal, state and
local agencies and through the university itself.
These programs include grants, loans, work-study
and scholarships.
A uniform method of need analysis has been
designed to calculate the amount of parent/student
contribution by each applicant to determine his
finacial aid eligibility.
The first step in determining need is to establish
what it costs to attend Cal Poly. This is referred to
as the budget, and there are several: one for stu
dents living on campus, one for students living off
campus, one for a married student and another for
a single parent. The expenses covered in all
budgets are fees, books, rent and utilities, personal
expenses and transportation. As an example, the
estimated cost for the 1986-1987 academic year for
a student living on campus was $5,721.
Eligibility for financial aid is determined by sub
tracting the amount the student and parents con
tribute to the cost of education. Income, assets,
medical and dental expenses, size of family, age of
oldest parent and the number of family members in
college are the major factors considered. The stu
dent contribution includes the student’s summer
and academic-year earnings, a percentage of sav
ings, investments, equity in real estate, and all
other assistance such as Social Security, veteran’s
benefits and aid to families with dependent
children.
To be considered for any financial aid programs
at Cal Poly, you must fill out the student aid ap
plication for California (SAAC). This application
may seem long, but don’t be discouraged.
There are many grants available, such as Sup
plemental Education Opportunity grants. State
Educational Opportunity Program grants, state
university grants and Pell grants.
Then there are the Cal Grants. Cal Grant A is for
middle- and low-income undergraduate students
who have not completed more than nine quarters of
college study. Cal Grant B is for high-potential
students from disadvantaged or low-incom e
continued on page 47
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backgrounds. You must not have completed more
than 24 quarter units of college study and must be
a California resident to qualify. These grants can
be renewed for up to four years.
Something more of a sure thing are loans, and
there are many different kinds.
There is the National Direct Student Loan that
is awarded on the basis of demonstrated financial
need as determined by the Financial Aid office. The
interest rate on the NDSL is S percent and the first
payment is due nine months after you leave school
or cease to be enrolled at least half-time. Repay
ment is a minimum of $90 per quarter and must be
completed within a 10-year period. Undergraduates
may borrow up to $9,000 during their college
career and graduates may borrow up to $18,000 in
total NDSL monies.
The Guaranteed Student Loan was established
to make loans to students through lending institu
tions such as banks and credit unions. The interest
rate is 8 percent and repayment begins six months
after you leave school or cease being at least a
half-time student. The interest rate increases to 10
percent in the fifth year of repaym ent.
Undergraduate students may borrow $2,625 per
year for the first two years of study and $4,000 per
year for the remaining years of undergraduate
study, up to a total of $17,250.
Cal Poly also has loans for unexpected emergen
cies. To be eligible, you must be enrolled full-time,
have a 2.0 grade point average, have a verifiable
means of repaying the loan and have a good credit
history with university loans. Repayment is due
either at the start of winter quarter or at the end of
spring quarter, depending on the amount borrow
ed. Always remember this if things get tight!
Other types of aid available at Cal Poly include
college work-study programs. Work-study provides
a student the opportunity to gain valuable experi
ence through part-time employment on campus, or
in community service or non-profit agencies.
Scholarships are another way to help finance
your college education. If you correctly complete
the Cal Poly scholarship application and the
SAAC, you will be automatically considered for all
Cal Poly scholarships. More than 800 scholarships
are awarded each year by the Cal Poly scholarship

futon:
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Other sources of assistance
benefits and employment.

include
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•art supplies
•crafts
•models
•leather (Tandy)

^^a

committee.
Scholastic ability, financial need, participation in
school and community affairs, and interest in
chosen major are the factors considered by the
committee. Some Cal Poly scholarships have re
quirements relating to field of study, residence,
year in school, and project or design portfolios. A
student should have an overall grade point average
of 3.0 to apply. But there are some scholarships
that are awarded to students with lower grade
averages, provided they meet the other criteria
mentioned above.
There is also a growing number of outside or
private scholarships available to students who are
willing to commit some time to research. The Fi
nancial
Aid office offers reference books and a
catalog of current scholarship announcements.
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Mon.-Sat.
9:30AM - 5:30PM
Thurs. 9:30AM - 9PM
Sun. 12 noon - 4PM

855 Marsh St.
Downtown SLO

544-5518

DENNISON
CARTERS CLASSIC HI-LITER

veteran’s

Fiber tip nib that writes smoother and holds its shape, plus
2 0 % more fluorescent ink.

The Dependent’s Educational Assistance Pro
gram of the Veteran’s Administration can assist
dependents of a veteran who died or became
disabled.

$1.19
VALUE

c 0 U P ° ''
one per cuslonrer

Jobs are available on campus in most academic
and administrative departments as well as the din
ing hall, bookstore and snack bar. Contact the Cal
Poly Placement Center for assistance in locating
part-time work on and off campus.
Once the amount of financial aid you qualify for
is determined, the Financial Aid office then puts
together a package of aid to meet your need. This
may consist of a combination of grant, loan,
work-study and scholarships. You may then be
asked to send the office documentation, like tax
forms, to validate your need.
When all the documents are received and your
award is finalized, your award is processed through
the student accounts office.
The only aid now available for the 1987-88 school
year are Pell grants, student loans and jobs. Fi
nancial aid applications for the 1988-89 school year
will be available in January.
The Financial Aid offíce is dedicated to helping
you plan your finances and organize your
resources. A little assistance can also help thicken
your wallet to make college a more stress-free ex
perience.

l u is o b r

S
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Breakfast ' Lunch ' Dinner
-vAr

njoy homestyle food in an atmos
phere of country Victonan charm.
W atch apple dumplings and cinna
mon rolls being made in our antique bakery.
Feast on American favontes like chicken is“
dumplings, turkey
dressing, and prime
rib. For those with a lighter appetite, the
lunch menu, which includes homemade
soups, chili and salad bar, is served all even
ing. Experience the natural beauty of the
coastal mountains from our gazebo patio.
O ur collection of handmade quilts, original
apple crate labels and T iffany lamps
celebrates our heritage.

805/544-6100

APPLE FARM INN
19th Century charm, with 20th Century
convenience. A memorable lodging ex
perience featuring 70 uniquely decorated
rooms in a quiet country setting.

(too • town), n: Def. A cotto n batting mattress,

Japanese in origin. Handm ade for RAKU from soft, iuxurious
cotton to com fort the body in the winter and keep the body
cooi in the summer. Provides a marveiousiy firm, yet fiexibie
sieepjSystem : durabie
pxxtabie
affordabie

5 4 4 -2 0 4 0
Hwy. 101 at M onterey Exit,
2015 M onterey St.
San Luis Obispo,CA 93401

IS T Y L E F O O D f g f f l

CREEKSIDE
TOYS AND
COSTUMES
Quality • M ade of the finest quality cotton available
in the futon industry. Cotton fibers are known for the strength,
com fort, durability and warmth they provide. G uaranteed
for one full year.

^
1^
8
^

11 years experience
in S.L.O.!"

Costume Rentals & Sales
Masks • Make Up • Much More
Come in Eariy For

Prices • The best. In quality and price w e c a n 't be beat. ^
From now through the end of September, all futons in stock are
25% off. All special order frames & futons are 15% off. RAKU
k
wants you to know the joys o f a futon.
S

Halloween

746 Higuera #8 S.L.O.
543-6232
coupon

distinctive furnishings
unique gift ideas
710 Higuera S.L.O.
541-6883

q

Creekside Toys

coupon
cc

10% off any
costume rental

S i one coupon per customer

exp. 10/24/87
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continued fro m page 12
sand dunes of Pismo. Walk times vary and are scheduled
monthly, so call 772-2694,
Next
can be
rowing
variety
of your

door to Morro Bay, in Baywood Park, kayaks
rented by the hour at the Baywood Lodge for
across the shallow estuary of Morro Bay. Here, a
of birds can be watched from the peaceful perch
kayak.

□ For the water sports enthusiast, the Central Coast
has three different lakes in which to play. In Arroyo
Grande, Lake Lopez is a favorite for any windsurfer.
Ideal wind conditions make it one of the best windsurf
ing areas in the nation. During the summer months, in-

structors are usually available to help the beginner.
Sailboards, motorboats and waterskis, paddleboats and
canoes can all be rented. Two fun water rides are also
available; “ El Bumpo,” water bumper cars, and the
Mustang Water Slide.
Nature boat tours provide a waterway hiking trail into
the wilds. A large pontoon boat
departs each Tuesday and Satur
day for a guided tour of the lake
and wildlife.
Santa M argarita Lake, just
north of Lopez, gives the fresh
water fisherman a chance to
outsmart the fish. Although they
don’t allow swimming in the lake,
they feature a cement pool for
swimmers.
Lake Nacimiento is perfect for
waterskiing, due to warm water, less wind and smaller
crowds.
All lakes feature ideal picnic areas, and
Lopez and Nacimiento lakes have overnight
camoing facilities.
□ After a hard day at school or the beach,
relax your weary body at the Avila Hot Spr
ings Spa or Sycamore Mineral Springs
Resort. Aliva Hot Springs offers private
rooms at $6 an hour, $5 for the large, public

Athletic Equipment
From Head to Foot
DARTS & SMASHBALL
GOGGLES & SWIMWEAR

□ Take the ultimate Challenge
by reliving your childhood memo
ries of Capture the Flag, but in a
combat setting in Santa Maria.
The game is part of the latest
craze, in which people, shoot live
ammo — paint balls — at one
another.
For $21, each person is equip
ped with an air gun, goggles, face
mask, two tubes of water-base
paint balls and two carbon-diox
ide cartridges.

You better dress down for this one. Wear stuff that
you won’t mind getting dirty, holey, sweaty and painty.
The game sometimes involves crawling through dark
tunnels and dusty trenches. Wear bright clothes if you’re
into being shot up.
No combat or firearm knowledge is required, but it
definitely helps. W annabe Rambo types need not show
up.
Reservations are mandatory for
play any day of the week. The
more in a group, the merrier. Call
992-7406 for reservations, details
and directions.
□ A favorite for the young and
old alike is The Great American
Melodrama in Oceano. Laughs
abound as talented actors and ac
tresses entertain the audience
w ith c o m e d y , tra g e d y an d
mystery. Plays are followed by an
all-cast Vaudeville review of song,
dance and G-rated promiscuity.
Munchies of popcorn, hot dogs,
pretzels and beer are available.
Tickets range from $8.75 to $9.75,
543-3705
depending upon the show. Make
reservations in advance for this
OBISPO
popular event by calling 489-2499.

FR EE FILM

RUSSELL SW EATCLOTHES
VO LLEYBALLS
TIGER VOLLEYBALL SHOES

Bring your roll of color print film
in for processing at
CAL PHOTO
and get a roll of the same type
film at no cost!

Sporting Goods
*
since 1945
886 MONTEREY
SAN LUIS OBISPO

pool which provides family movies nightly.
The Sycamore Resort offers redwood hot tubs, each
nestled in its own secluded canyon setting, at $7.50 per
person per hour. It also features overnight accommoda
tions. Each room comes with a private Jacuzzi on the
balcony. Costs per night run from $70 to $85.

899 HIGUERA
SAN LUIS

543-2197

0ns Block From the Mission

0«

fii
‘8

MORE
THAN JU ST
GREAT FOOD

Find your thrill at Hudson's Grill
Open daily from 11 AM
Servins food 'till midnisht, everynisht.
Happy Hour Monday-Friday 4-7 PM

• •

(9 /

The Best
Selection of Plants
Blooming & Green 55<t: and u|
The Best Selection of
Baskets and Wicker
The Best Prices of Everything!
^4

Handpainted Ceramics
Stoneware
Decorator Items
Unusual Gifts
Pool & Spa Supplies

Potpourri
Planted Baskets
Macramè & Supplies
European Dish Gardens
Ideas Galore & More!

Now receive 10% off anything in
our Gift and Plant department only.
O ffer good thru November 31.
• G R I L L *

1005 Monterey Street
San Luis Obispo
541-5999

We suprise you - because of our name

Coastal Pool Center 265 A Pacific St,
Off Higuera^ one block below Marsh.

Open Mon. - Sat.
9;30 atn : 5;30 pm j
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M ARKET
*deli

•grocery

• b e e r 6c w i n e

•

*sundries
•

kegs

* video tapes

■\

h a v in g a p a rty ?

1i)99 M O N T E R Y 5 4 4 6 0 6 0

FREE SAMPLES

Is there life
after undergrad here ?

C o m e in to g e t A c q u a in te d ¡

35y Her od,_ Lower y
M

ith four, five or even six
years of schooling necessary just toget a
bachelor’s degree, it would seem
that many students get enough
college to last them a lifetime.
But for some, a bachelor’s degree
is just the beginning.
Graduate school takes over for
these students, who pursue a Cal
Poly master’s degree in one of
fifteen areas. Cal Poly, however,
does not offer doctorate degrees,
that being the exclusive right of
the University of California
system.
But why bother with grad
work? Is it really necessary?
In some cases, yes. A master’s
degree is a virtual requirement
for the lowliest of college
teaching jobs, and even elemen
tary and high school teaching
jobs present the holder of a
m aster’s degree a higher salary
than someone with just a

bachelor’s degree. Certain
private-sector jobs also require
work past a basic bachelor’s
degree.
Some grad students return to
school after finding out what
they originally studied for was
not really what they wanted to
do; others, because of a lack of
job opportunities in their chosen
profession, return to train for a
different type of job.
Hugh Gerhardt, a 30-year-old
candidate for a master’s in
physical education, said the grad
program at Cal Poly is tops as
far as he is concerned.
“ The (physical education)
department has some of the best
teachers in the country,’’ he said.
“ The professors are just great.’’
While grad students may be
high in ambition, they are low in
numbers at Cal Poly. There were
about 14,000 students enrolled
last spring quarter seeking a

;

bachelor’s degree, but only 639
students enrolled in master’s
programs. Such small numbers
are a result of Cal Poly’s tradi
tional emphasis on
undergraduate education.
The average age of
undergraduates at Cal Poly is
about 21, but grad students
range from freshly graduated
23-year-olds to 65-year-old
continued on page SO

Gourmet Chocolates & Fudge
Made Before Your Eyes
Buy one pound fudge, get
8 ounces free
O pen 7 d a y s
8 4 8 H ig u era S t.
S an L uis O b isp o
WE SHIP
(ALMOST) ANYWHERE
5 4 1 -2 2 2 1

ROSS

PHœOLATF
♦ FACTORY»

THE DIAMOND STORE
OF SAN LUIS OBISPO

JEWELERS

t
ROLEX

I

G O L D E N T IM E .
T R IM M E D IN D IA M O N D S
BY R O L E X

Est. ’75

Every Week is
Week of Welcome
at McLintocks Saloon
*Breakfast
*Lunch
*Dinner
*Late Night Food
.
*Entertainment
(T ues. thru Sat. )
*Never a cover charge
^Weekend Ranch Breakfast
^Cocktails
■\

4

An achievement in elegance, the
14kt. gold cushion-shaped case
model, ringed with 10 full-cut
diamonds and complemented with
its exclusive “cross-cut” mesh bracelet.

686 Higuera

541-0686

Only at your Official Rolex Jeweler.

I
A
A
A
A
A

%

ROSS

At the corner of
Chorro & Higuera

JEWELERS

543-6364

Owner: Larry Van Gundy

The Wedding Ring Professionals

FRESH!

763A Foothill Blvd.
541-1438

M onday,

September 14, 1987
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to Siin^ Lnii^
Ohi>po's finci^t

cover only food and travel.
“ All our trips are run at cost,
so they pay for themselves,” said
Smith. “ Our rentals fairly well
cover themselves too. There’s
really no profit margin for us.”
Among the gear available for
rent are tents, backpacks, stoves,
canoes, w indsurfers, sleeping
bags and even ice cream makers.

ncu'

SLO BAKED

50
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fcii t u r i l i ^

tradiiioiiai and
triiix! unique
baked \*ood^.

If you have an idea for a trip
but aren’t sure how to make it
happen. Escape Route employees
can help plan it out from start to
finish. In the near future, they
are also hoping to have pre-plan
ned trip ideas on file that campus
clubs can take advantage of. But
the key word is involvement.
“ We don’t put together canned

SLO BAKED
FREE DONUT
WITH THIS COUPON
expires 10/30/87
763A Foothill Blvd.

continued fro m page 49
trips where you just sign up,”
said Neubert. “ We let the people
that go on the trip get in on the
planning.”
Getting in on it and always
looking for new things to do are
what the Escape Route is all
about ... and realizing that your
personal limits are way out there,
and that you’ve been holding
yourself back. These are the big
discoveries in store, according to
the 39-year-old Neubert.
“ You ought to have fun at the
parties,” he said. “ You ought to
do it all. Now’s the time, man. I
tell ya. These are the best years
of your life. If you don’t use your
m ind and body continually
throughout your life you’ll go
downhill.”

541- 1438

Pizza
Wheelin' &
Deal in'
2 medium
pizzas with
two toppings
each

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
STARTING at $395
Call Manager for Details
238-4080

^'Luxury Living at Affordable Prices**
Spas
Tennis Courts
Free Satellite
& Much More

Weight Room
Sauna
Swimming Pools

Mustang Daily

$8.75
(expires 9/30/87)

Bake at home pizza or cooked fo r you
• Giant sub grinder sandwiches
•Hot pizza slices all day
• Great salads, drinks

•

If

stu d en ts aspire
to an in -depth
g ra d u a te p ro g ra m ,
it m ig h t b e b est
f o r them to
tran sfer to on e o f
th e U n iversity o f
C alifornia ca m 
p u ses

• F re e d e liv e r y
(limited area)

541-3278
541-FAST
at the back door
to Shenandoah’s
Laguna Village
shopping center

Office Open Daily
9:00am to 6KX)pm
1227 Corral Creek Ave.
(at Crestón Rd.)
Paso Robles

“TCBV” Yogurt.
A Hard Act To follow!
Nobody upstages “TCBY”
frozen yogurt. All the great
taste of premium ice cream,
with fewer calories. It’s
lower in cholesterol and
96 % fat-free, too.
Good for you,
delicious, and served so
many ways. Take it
from me. Nothing
tops “TCBY” !

SEA BARN = SUNGLASSES
your beach connection
largest selection in San Luis County
Sunglasses:
Rayban
Bucci
Vuamet
Hobie
SunCloud
Oakley
Ski-Optics
Gargoyles
REVO (FREE T-SHIRT W/EVERY
REVO PURCHASE)
The
B IK IN IS
&

TRUNKS
TOO!

SEA BARN
360 Front St.
Avila Beach
595- 2142
GIFT CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE

Takt* It Fniri Me

The Country}* Best htgurt<^
All Of The Pleasure. None Of The Guilt.,

Mon.-Wed. 1 lam -10pm
Thurs.-Sat. 1 lam-11pm
Sun. llam -lOpm

1131 Broad St.
549-8809
San Luis Obispo, CA

Buy One Get One Free
Buy anything in the store and get
the second one free (excluding pies)
Void where prohibited by law.
Expires Sept. 31, 1987

grandparents. Some older stu
dents said they have no problem
mixing with the younger crowd.
For some, the age difference is
seen as a definite plus.
“ I like dating younger men
anyway,” said a 31-year-old city
and regional planning grad stu
dent, who declined to be iden
tified.
The California State Universi
ty system simply does not focus
on grad studies. What the
system does provide are pro
grams that complement
bachelor’s degrees. If students
aspire to an in-depth graduate
program, it might be best for
them to transfer to one of the
University of California cam
puses.
A Cal Poly grad student is
allowed seven years to complete
the requirements necessary for a
master’s degree. While a 2.0
grade point average is good
enough for undergrad work, to
keep happy-camper status as a
grad the student must be at the
3.0 level or higher.
Before the advanced degree is
handed out, the student must
produce the dreaded thesis.
Book-length in scope, the thesis
is a major project requiring indepth research. The thesis must
be finished to the satisfaction of
the student’s department; a good
part of a student’s grade,
perhaps the majority, rests on
the thesis.

FINE PRINT

receive a free sunglass leash when
you bring in this Ad. Also sign up for
a tree pair of Vuameis to he given
away each week during Sept. No purchase
required Good Luck!

j

Yes, the thesis is what keeps
some degree candidates from
ever achieving their goal. The
problem has become big enough
that a Los Angeles company has
been formed specifically to help
students overcome that hurdle to
final success.
As in so many other things,
Cal Poly is different from some
other universities in its approach
to graduate education. Among
other things. Cal Poly does not
have a regular graduate-level
faculty. Instead, the same pro
fessors teach both graduates and
undergraduates.
Cal Poly has some advantages,
though: smaller classes and lower
prices than can be found at the
University of California.
One of the most popular
master’s programs on campus is
business administration. In re
cent years, the MBA has been
seen as the grad degree to have,
with holders of this degree get
ting so many job offers that they
can almost literally pick where
they want to work and how much
they want to earn.
But fervor for the MBA seems
to have cooled off somewhat
lately, as supply has caught up
with demand and MBA pro
grams around the country have
been charged with turning out
cold, unfeeling clones who would
sell their mother and fire their
father if it meant more money for
the company.
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WOODSTOCK’S
T^IZZA

pr etty fa st

FREE

J-

is the best in town
541-4420
1015 Court St. San Luis Obispo
(across from Osos St. Subs)
7!i0-\ any
:

ñh r v \

*''*''=^^-8ollchfcik»
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With any
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541-4420
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541:4420
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!(one coupon per'pizza)
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FIND OUT WHY MORE CAL POLY STUDENTS
CHOOSE TO LIVE AT

j iMUrS^ANG VILLAGE
LOCATION- ACROSS THE STREET
FROM CAL POLY

IIt

LOCATION- 18 ACRES, 2 CREEKS, IN
NATURAL WOODED OPEN SPACE
LOCATION-CONVENIENT TO BANKS,
SHOPPING & RESTAURANTS
MUSTANG VILLAGE II
STUDIOS

MUSTANG VILLAGE II
2 BEDROOM UNITS

These most desirable new
models give the student
maximum privacy. Some
have balconies that overlook
a beautiful wooded creek.
All studios have full kitchens
and baths and are fully
furnished. The plan affords
maximum independent living
for one or two persons.

The ideal model for two to
four people! This new area
of Mustang Village features
full kitchens, one and two
baths and a wonderful floor
plan designed for the student
who enioys being around
others without giving up
their open space.
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MUSTANG VILLAGE I
2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSES

6R .-T"
o »*tma

/ - BATMC

1

•ATM/
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The luxury of a two-story
town house affords residents
a separation of their living
and sleeping quarters.
These spacious units, have
full kitchens, 1 V2 baths, are
fully furnished and offer a
house-like atmosphere.

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

P'

NEW MICROWAVE OVENS IN EVERY APARTMENT
PRIVATE PARK & BBQ AREA
- LAWN AREAS WITH BBQ’S
- NATURE W A L K /J O G G IN G PATH (in park a n d c re e k )
- LAUNDRY FACILITIES (5 lo c a te d th ro u g h o u t c o m p le x )
- CLIMATE AREA IN SAN LUIS OBISPO
- (A N D GUEST PARKING) ASSURES TENANTS A PLACE TO PARK NEAR C A L POLY AT
ALL TIMES.
YEAR-ROUND HEATED PO OL
24 HOUR SECURITY
UNIQUE
LARGE
BEAUTIFUL
MODERN
BEST
RESERVED PARKING

t I

-

FULLY FUNISHED TOWNHOUSES AVAILABLE FROM $ 1 8 0 .O O /M O . PER PERSON.
PRIVATE STUDIO APARTMENTS IN A QUIET SCENIC SEHING FROM $ 3 6 0 .0 0 /M 0 .
OR $330.CX3/MO. O N A 12 MONTH LEASE.
•' , '
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543-4950
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